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have a thoroughly competent man. I
should like the Minister to have told us
the system of sewerage that has been
adopted. I have not seen the reports
that have come in.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: They
have been published in the Press.

HON. J. W. WRIGHT: As it is said,
they have not come before us officially.
I have given some attention to the ques-
tion of sewerage and above all the
systems I1 think the septic tank system is
the best. I gave some months of my
time to inquiring ijnto sewerage systems
in England and personally I am thoroughly
convinced, if competent men carry out the
septic tank system, it cannot be improved
on. In reference to the water suppl y I
agree with what fell from Mr. Loton and
Mr. Randell as to the bore water. I
cannot say that the bore water meets with
my approval at all and I think there is
some doubt as to the supply, for per-
mission has to be given by the Minister
to put down bores. In many instances
the bores I have seen at work I should
not call artesian. For that reason I
would sooner see a gravitation scheme
for the supply of Perth and the bores
done away with. I am not going into
the Bill at length. I shall not oppose
any measure of this kind that the senior
members for Perth and the suburbs agree
with. I shall give them my assistance
and see that this matter is pushed for-
ward as quickly as possible.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

IN COMMITTEE.

Clauses I to 7-agreed to.
Clause 8-The Board:
HoN. J. W. WRIGHT: It would he

advisable to have a board consisting of
five members instead of three.

TnE COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
Bill was to tide the Government over at
probationary period. The member ob-
jected to the number of members of the
board provided by the Bill, and in the
second place to the shortness of the term.
These particulars could be altered within
a reasonable time if found not accept-
able. The only function of the board for
the next year would be the administration
of the water supply of Perth. The other
water supplies were within the control of
the Government now.

I Clause passed.
Clauses 9 to end-agreed to.
Schedules (twelve), Preamible-agreed

to.
Title:
HON. G. RANDELL : Was there any

provision for wells in addition to artesian
bores ?

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: No.
Title put and passed.
Bill reported without amendment, and

the report adopted.

A DJOURNMiE NT.
The House adjourned at 25 minutes to

I6 o'clock, until the next Monday.

Friday, 18th December, 1.908.
CALL-NIONT SITTING.]
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THE SPEAKER took the ('hair at
2,30 o'clock, p~m.

~PiAERS.

QUESTIOW-KALGOORLIE CYCLONE,
BELIEF OF DISTRESS.

MR. JOHNSON, without notice, asked
the Premier: Whether the Government
will take immediate steps to relieve the
distress in Kalgoorlie, Boulder, and dis-
strict, occasioned by the recent storm.

THE PREMIER replied: I thank the
hon. member for drawing my attention to
the matter. I shall have greait pleasure
mn moving in that direction,
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QUESTION - CUSTOMS TAXATION,
TEST CASE.

Mu. THOMAS asked the Premier:
r, Whether the Government intend to
pay any of the costs in connection with
the recent litigation between D. and W.
Murray and the Commonwealth Governk-
inent. z, Whether there is any arrange-
ment between the Government and D,
and W. Murray with regard to such pay-
wnent. 3, If so, what is the amount paid
or agreed to be paid.

Tas PREMIERI replied: The Govern-
ment promised the Perth Chamber of
Commerce to bear the cost of a test ease
to settle the construction of Section 95
of the Commonwealth Constitution Act.
The chamber selected the case of 1D. and
W. Murray as a test case. Taxed costs
would be paid as agreed.

ELECTORAL BILL.
COUNCIL'S AMENDMENTS.

THE PREMIER brought up reasons,
p repared by a committee, for not agreeing
to certain of the Council's amendments
[tide Votes and Proceedings No 68].

Reasons adopted, and a message ac-
cordingly returned to the Council.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS BILL.
COUNCIL'S AMENDMENTS.

THE PREMIER moved that the report
from Committee be adopted.

Mn. JACOBY:. Was this in order, in the
absence of the statutory majority?

THE PREMIER: Unfortunately for the
hion. member, it was.

THE SPEA.KER:- The statutory majority
was not needed at this stage.

Question passed.
THE PREMIER brought up measons,

prepared by a committee, for not agree-
ing to certain of the Council's amend-
ments [vide Vote and Proceedings No.
68].

Reasons adopted, and a message ac-
cordingly returned to the Council.

CONSTITUTION A.CT AMENDMENT
BILL,

COUNCIL'S AMENDMENTS.
THE PREIER brought up reasons, pre-

pared by a committee, for not agreeing
to certain of the Council's amendments
[aide Vote and Proeedings No. 68].

Reasons adopted, and a message accord-
ingly returned to the Council.

FREMANTLE TRAMWAYS BILL.
COUNCIL'S AMENIDMENTS.

Mn. FOULKES in the Chair; MR.
HIGHA-M in charge of the Bill.

No. 1 -Clause 2 6, strike out the whole:
MR. HIGHAM: This clause should

have been struck out when the Bill was
passing through Committee in the As-
sembly, in consequence of a new clause
having been inserted providing for a
different rotation for the boatrd from that
provided. He moved that the amend-
ment be agreed to.

Question passed, the Council's amend-
ment agreed to.

No. 2 (consequential) -- agreed to.
No. 3-Clause 30, strike out Subolause

(e.), and insert in lieu, " If he be absent
from three consecutive meetings of the
board without permission of the board :"

Ma. HIGUAM:- This alteration was
suggested by the member for Mount
Magnet, providing that absence from a
specific number of meetings should dis-
qualify a member of the board rather
than absence for six weeks. He moved
that the amendment be agreed to.

Question passed, the Council's amend-
ment agreed to.

No. 4-Cause 33, line 1, strike out
"November " and in sert "1September :"

MR. HIGHAM: Thisawas anaalteration
of the time for the preparation of the
accounts. He moved that the amend-
ment be agreed to.

Question passed, the Council's amend-
ment agreed to.

No. 5- (consequential) agreed to.
No. 6-New clause to stand as Clause

9, Additiona special rate in case of
loss :

Mna. HIGHAM: This new clause pro-
vided that a, special rate should be struck
in the event of the undertaking making
a loss beyond the amount required for
interest and Sinking fund. He moved
that it be agreed to.

Question passed, the Council's amend-
ment agreed to.

No. 7-New clause to stand as. Clause
19, Free passes:

Mn, HIGHA.M: This new clause
limited the power of the board to the
granting of 10 free passes during one

Queolio7a, Bills.
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financial year, with the addition of the
passes for the staff. He moved that the
amendment be agreed to.

Question passed, the Council's amend-
mont agreed to.

No. 8.-New Clause to stand as
Clause 39 (Running powers)-

MR. HIGHA M moved that the amend-
ment be agreed to. The clause was
inserted to provide a means of settling
any dispute which might arise between
contiguous municipalities and the muni-
cipalities undertaking this work. It was
inserted at the instance of North Fre-
mantle, so that North Fremantle might
he granted fair terms on entering into
the scheme, or have rights over the
Fremantle and East Fremantle section
of the line, if they so desired. The
clause provided that in the event of the
municipalities themselves not being able
to come to terms, the Minister for
Works should be the arbiter in the
matter.

Question passed, the Council's amend-
wuent agreed to.

Resolutions reported, the report
adopted, and a message accordingly
returned to the Council.

ANNUAL ESTIMtATES.
INl COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY.

Resumed from the previous day; MR-
FoutLxns in the Chair.

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT (Hon.
0. H. Rason, Minister).

Vote - Public Works, £350,845 4s.
(fnrther consideration):-

Item-Yardarino, water supply, £800:
Mit. WALLACE: The reason he

had moved tbat this item be struck out
was to give members acquainted with the
conditions under which this work was
started an opportunity to express
opinions as to the continuation of the
work. When the work was Iflrst author-
ised, it was to be on a reserve on the old
river, that lanzd being since cut up and
offered for sale. This bore was author-
ised for testing the country for coal.
Mfessrs. Atkins and Law had the contract
for sinking, and if be remembered
rightly they had a Government grant. He
met Mr. Law on his way to Perth to obtain
more rods. The second lot of rods broke,

*and eventually the work was, noteompleted.
It was then converted into a, water bore.
Two or three years ago he pointed out that
there was a spring in the river-bed, and
that in his opinion if a water supply
were required, it could be obtained by
opening up the spring. He would not

*say because a, bore was put down and
coal not found we were going to waste
the work done; but were we going to
perpetuate expenditure?

TE MiNisTtR: No. This was only
making use of large expenditure incurred
years ago by putting in a small bore
which would allow the water to gravitate

*into the river.
Mat. WALLACE:- That he knew al

about. The late M1r. C. Y. O'Connor was
in favour of putting a pipe into the bore
to take advantage of this water supply,
but at that time it was not considered
necessary. Uf it was not considered
necessary then, why was it considered so
now? For a great period of the year the
river did not carry water, but when that
was the case this spring was, available.
A lot of money had been expended un-
necessarily-, whben theme were other dis-
fricts languishing for small amounts, and
he entered his protest against the grant-
ing of votes in a blindfold manner.

Amendmeut withdrawn.

Item-RailwayConstructio n. £178,000:
A. PIG-OTT: Would the -Minister

for Works give some reasons why he had
included these items for railway con-
struction in the present Estimates? It
was understood when the Budget speech
was delivered that these railways were to
be constructed out of revenue, because
we had plenty of money for the purpose
and it would save borrowing. We were
also told by the Treasurer that the only
moneys to be borrowed by the present
Government were to be Used for repro-
ductive works only. We found when a
Loan Bill was broughit down it con-
tained provisions for loan moneys on
works which could not by the greatest
stretch of imagination be deemed repro-
ductive. The Government were making
a mistake in this matter, and. he
would like to hear from the Min-
ister if he would take into considera-
tion the advisability of transferring
these items of railway construction froia
the Revenue Estimates to the Loan Esti-

[ASSEMBLY.] Works Vote.
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mates, and of taking from the Loan
Estimates and placing on the Revenue
Estimates certain items which could not
be considered reproductive works.

THE MINISTER FOHl WORKS: The
fear was that it was not possible to
follow out the suggestion. To do 5o; if
it were possible, would probably be
regarded as a breach of faith by most
members, because last year the House.
was assured that the Gooseberry Hill
Railway, the Jandakot Railway, the
Malcolm - Laverton Railway, and.- the
Owen's Anchorage Railway were works
tbat as far as possible, should be con-
structed out of revenue. In order to
carry out that distinct understanding
these items appeared on the Revenue
Estimates this year. The point the bon-
member raised would have been better
raised on the Loan Estimates.

MRa. PIGOTT. Then it would be too
late.

Tus MINISTER: It was too late to
make the suggested alterations. To do
so would upset the whole of the finanucial
arrangements.

M i. PIGOTT could not agree with the
Minister when he said that, if this course
were carried out, it would probably' upset
all the financial arrangements. Tf we
were not to be recognised as a Parlia-
ment that said one thing and did another,
the course he suggested should be taken.
In our schedule of work to be con-
structed out of loan moneys we had
many items which were not reproductive
works. One item was simply discount
on current loans, and if that was a
reproductive item he (Mr. Figott) did
not know much about our financial
position. This was one item alone
of £63,000, anrd he was satisfied that
when the Bill came before the House
he could prove there was another
£120,000 provided for expenditure on
works which could not be classed as re-
productive. We were paying out of
,revenue for railways which were acknow-
ledged throughout the Ooummonwealth as
the best security we could give for our
loans. The policy adopted by the Gov-
ernment was not a good one, and would
probably lead to a. lot of fal1se opinions
being held with regard to our finances.
It was all very well for us to say that we.
were spending £2118,000 from revenue on
railway construction. It sounded nice;

but all the benefit of the statement would
be wiped out when it became known that
we were spending £200,000 out of loan
moneys on unproductive works. These
items should be struck off the Revenue
Estimates; hut as the Government with
a huge mnajority would not let that course
be pursued, he was satisfied with making
this protest.

Mn. HASTIE agreed that some of
the Loan items should not be in the
schedule. The bon. member proposed to
rectify the matter by striking the railway
construction items out of the Revenuc
Estimates, but the cure would be worse
than the disease, for we would cease to
do a lot of railway construction out of
revenue, The hon. member should rather
encourage the Government to do as much
railway construction as possible out of
revenue. 2R~garding Gooseberry Hill
Railway, for which £25,000 'was provided,
we were led last year to understand that
it would cost £18,000 ; but we h ad now
spent over that amount, and the cost
appea red to be so far about £,28,000.
Was the additional item unexpected
expenditure; also, would it complete the
whole purch ase of the line?

Ua. BATH could not see the force of
the reasoning of the leader of the Oppo-
sition, that because we bad decided to
borrow money for reproductive works
alone we should only build reproductive
works from loan monley.

Ms. PIOTr: Not at all.
Msz. BATH: Works were just as re-

productive when built out of revenue.
If the hon. member had any objection. to
certain works on the Loan Estimates,
considering them not -reproductive, and
if he could convince members that they
were not reproductive, the hon. mem-
ber's opportunity for opposing them
would come later. However, the hon.
member should not say that works were
not to be put on the Revenue Estimates
because they were reproductive.

Mn. PIGOTT: It was all very well to
build railways out of revenue, and it was
a good procedure if railways were
properly built out of revenue; hut it was
a farce to say we were building them out
of revenue when we did nothing of the
kind. That was how we showed it on
the books, but as a matter of fact these
railways were built out of loan money.
If the Loan Bil should not go through.

Annual E89imates.
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these railways would not be constructed.
We had to pay £68,000 out of loan
moneys for discount and this money
must be paid, no matter whether we
raised a loan or not, because it was dis-
count on current loans.

THE MINIST ER: With regard to the
Gooseberry Hill Railway, it was generally
understood that £18,000 was not the
amount to be expended, and that the
amount was to be something like £30,000.
The additional £5,000 was an expendi-
ture rendered necessary to put the rail-
way into a better state of repair by
putting in new sleepers and new rails and
by widening the track in many cases,
absolutely necessary expenditure in the
interests of the safety of the travelling
public.

MR. PIGOTTv: This was not construc-
tion, but maintenance work.

Tm MINISTER: This was railway
construction work. A railway that might
be safe for a. timber line was; hardly safe
and fit for passenger traffic.

Mn. PIGOTTr: Would the 'Minister
explain about the Maleolm-Laverton
Railway ?

THE -MINISTER: This was a con-
tinuation of the policy of last year that
the railway should be constructed out of
revenue.

Mn. THOMAS protested against these
items appearing on the Estimates.
Though always favourable to the con-
struction of public works out of revenue,
he was not prepared to allow a statement
to go forth which he considered exagger-
ated and apt to mislead the people from
whom we borrowed the money. The
items of railway construction were most
of them reproductive works, and. he was
glad that some reproductive works were
to be carried out out of revenue; but we
must at the same time consider the
schedule of the Loan Bill; and taking
the two schedules he came to the con-
clusion that these items were placed on
tire revenue Estimates to create a, wrong
impression in the minds of those from
whom we intended to borrow money.
In the Loan Bill we had such items
as rolling-stock, £150,000; develop-
ment of goldfields and mineral resources,
£69,000; development of agricultural
resou rces, £50,000; and discounts,
£63,000. Thus, in putting these rail-
way construction items on the Revenue

Estimates, even if the intention was not
to mislead, the fact remained that the
people from whom we borrowed money
would be mnisled when they took the
loan schedule into joint considera-
tion with the Revenue Estimates.
The Treasurer boasted in his Budget
Speech that most of our loan funds had
been spent on reproductive works, that
our public buildings and some railways
were paid for out of general1 revenue.
But the cost of upkeep and improvement
of such assets should be charged. to
revenue and not to capital. The loan
schedule contained items which ought to
be written off to working expenses.

THE CAIRANt. Would the hon.
member discontinue his argument that
certain items should be taken out of the
Loan Bill schedule ?

MR. THOMAS: The items under
"railway construction " on the Bstimates

could not be dissociated from loan items.
Tan CHAIRMAN: The hon. member

could argue that these items should be
put in the Loan Bill, but not that items
mentioned in the Loan Bill should be on
the Estimates. The hon. member was
going too fully into the detals of the
Loan Bill schedule.

MP. THOMAS: Any credit the Gov-
ernmeut might get for spending £1 18,000
for rilway construction out. of revenue
would be discounted when the loan sche-
dule was compared with the Estimates.
For years past the capital cost per mile
of our railways had been steadily in-
creasing; and instead of cost of upkeep
and renewal of rolling-stock and plant
being charged to revenue, we found
£150,000 in the loan schedule for that
purpose, while the Government claimed
credit for spending £118,000 out of
revenue for railway construction. True
the railway estimates shoived some at-
tempt to replace rolling-stock out of
revenue; but the greater part of such
expenditure was wrongly charged to loan.
An additional sum of £2170,000 in the
Loan Bill schedule should also be charged
to revenue. Year after year such charges
had been piled on the capital account.
Hundreds of thousands must still be spent
to put rolling-stock and plant in an effi-
cient condition. Many years ago our rail-
ways were capitalised at £2,000 to £3,000
per mile, and that amount had been in-
creasing until it now approximated to A.

[ASSEMBLY Railway Construction.
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capital value of £6,000 per mile. The
isame thing would occur with the Goose-
berry 11111 Rail way. Last year he under-
stood that £218,000 would complete that
scheme, but now anotber £5,000 was asked
for. If the Committee passed items of this
sort without a clear understanding from
the Government, we would be landed in
the same position as we were in regard-
ing railways generally. Hie objected to
itemus such as this being passed through
the Committee without a strong protest.
There should be items a-longside for the
improvement of rolling-stock and the
replacement of obsolete stock. Instead
of asking the Committee to expend huge
sums of money from loan on unproduc-
tive works, the Government should ask
the Committee to pass sums of money
from the general revenue for these works.
First of all we should clear up our back
accounts and pass a sufficient auma of
money from the general revenue to see
that the railways were put in a proper
state of efficiency. In a mine or bud.
ness, the 'board of directors wrote off a
certain sum for depreciation, and if any
machinery was repaired the cost was not
charged to capital but to working
expenses, to be written off when the
expense was incurred. In connection
with the railways nothing was written off
for depreciation or worn-out rolling-
stock. The rolling-stock was replaced
from capital account, and instead of
asking for £118,000 for a Gooseberry
Hill railway, a Jandakot railway, a Layer-
ton railway and the Owen's Anchorage
railway, before any attempt was made to
do this and to take any false credit to
ourselves, we first of all should put our
books in order. The people at home
from whomi we borrowed money would
not be led astray. -They took our
Estimates and went through them, and
thoroughly examined the halance-sheet
of the country, and they would find
that we were spending hundreds and
thousands of pounds of loan money on
unproductive works and spending revenue
on reProductive works. The Committee
should enter a protest against including
these works in the general revenue Esti-
mates.

[MR. QUINJLAN took the Chair.]
TmE MINISTER FOR WORKS: It

was rather difficult to follow the hon.

member, seeing that last year Parliament
agreed that these railways should be
constructed out of revenue, and he could
hardly see how the Committee could be
asked to reverse that policy and say that
the works should be constructed out of
loan. The hon. member made use of a
peculiar line of argument. Criticism
such as his one expected the country to
receive from enemies and not from
friends. It went forth to the world
that in the hon. member's opinion we
were deliberat~ly deceiving the people
who lent us money, and that this was
done with the deliberate intent to deceive
the outside world. The railways which
were constructed out of revenue he stated
should not be so constructed ; we ought
to put our accounts in order and stop
hanky-paukying with them; we should
put our railways in a state of repair out
of revenue rather than construct new
railways. What the bon. member said
practically amounted to this, that the
saffair% of Western Australia, instead of
being in a prosprous and bright con-
dition, were in a very bad condition,
The hon. member pointed out that the
balance-sheets were being faked to delude
the money lenders. Hle would use the
hon. member's own words:- "We were
hanky-pankying our accounts to mislead
those who were lending us money." That
was a very serious statement to make,
and. one of the last utterances we should
expect to hear from a member of the
Assembly. It would be bad enough
if ii were . correct, but it was ten
times worse when there was not the
shadow of foundation of truth in it.
The railways of the State were being
maintained out of revenue, and were
to-day in as good a condition as when
they were constructed. The Government
were spending more on the upkeep of
our railways out of revenue than was any
Government in Australia, in proportion
to the mileage open. He stated that
without fear of contradiction. We were
spending out of revenue an ample sum
every year and had done so for years
past to keep our railways up to a fair
value for those who lent us the money.

MEn. TrOMA~S: How was it that the
capital account went up year by year ?

Tnn MINISTER: Money expended
out of revenue was also debited in many
instances. The hon. member took the

Atinval Estimates:
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whole capital expenditure as being loan
money. We were all the time making
the asset of more value, and yet the hon.
member said we were depreciating the
value.

MR. THOuAs - No.
Mna. PURnnes: If more money was

being spent on the railways they could not
be paying, yet we had been told that they
were paying interest and sinking fund
and at trifle over.

THE MINISTER: In, spite of the
money spent out of revenue there was
still sufficient to pay interest and sinking
fund and something to the general
revenue. He had no hesitation in saying
that as to deceiving those who lent us
money, they had to-day in the railways of
this State an asset which would wipe out
our whole debt. The railways under dis-
cussion were authorised last year to be
constructed out of revenue.

MR. PIGOTT:- Did the Minister think
it a good idea P

TrnL MINISTER: Yes.
MR. PIGOTT:- Notwithstanding the

Loan Bill?
THE MINISTER: Yes;, because he

knew of nothing calculated to have a,
better effect and not a misleading effect
on the outside world than the fact that
we could construct these railways out of
revenue and still do justice to the existing
railways out of revenue.

MR. THOMAS asked one question.
Assuming that a line was laid with 4016.
rails and these were found not heavy
enough to carry the traffic, and the
Government engineer recommended that
the line be laid with 601b. rails, the
Minister in that case would debit the cost
of that. alteration to capital ?

THE MINISTER would do nothing of
the kind. He would debit the difference
between the 401b. and the 601b. rails.

Mni. TJHOM AS: No; he would debit
the difference between the selling cost of
the 401b. and the selling cost of the
601b. rails.

THE MINISTER:- That was not so.

[Sitting suspended for 10 minutes.]
MR. HARPER took the Chair.

Item - Lithographic and printing
plans. £300:-

Ma. BURGES asked for information
as to this item.

THEn MINISTER: This item was to
reimbursie the Government Photo-TLitho-
graphic Department for work carried out
for the Public Workst Department.
Under the new procedure each depart-
ment was charged for the work done.

Vote put and passed.

Public Buildings, £252,133:

Item-Bunbury residency, £1,200:
Ma. BURGES: Why was this amount

down?
THE MINISTER proposed to strike

out the word " residency " and insert
"Police court." There was a necessity
for a new residency, but still greatter
necessity for a new police court. The
present police court accummnodation was
totally inadequate, and the Attorney
General .±dvised that "1residency " should
be struck out and "1police cou it " inserted
in lieu.

Mh. H.ATWAR U: The present accom-
modation was totally inadequate. The
building was erected about 20 years ago,
when Bunbury was not a fourth of its pre-
sent size, and did not contain a quarter
as many inhabit-ants as now.

Amendment passed.

Item -Northam rerideucy, £4.500:
Mnt. BURGES moved that the item be

struck out. He wished to have some
explanation for this extravagance when
we had struck off three magistrates.
There were residential quarters at New-
castle and at York. Northam was
not now the centre, but all the settle-
inent was going on from York upwards.
It would be absurd for the Government
to spend £1,500 on. Northam, when
the whole of the new settlement
was going up -the other way. If
this amount were spent, in two or
three years. it would he necessary to
either build a residency the other way
or appoint an extra magistrate. He was
not fighting for one district against
another. He had never asked the Gov-
ernment for anything unreasonable, and
what hie had aked for hie would fight for
to the bitter end, till lie got it.

Ta, PREMIER: The hon. member
would not, he hoped, press the amend-
ment to a division. We had amalgamated
the three old magisterial districts, Toed-
yay, N~ortham and York, and the present
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district was comprinsed of those three
townships. The great bulk of the work,
nine-tenths he thought, was done between
Northam and York. The central position
at Northam was more economical regard-
ing the magisterial time, and therefore
more economical to the time and money
of the State than would be the residency
at York.

MR. EAT4T: There was a residency at
York.

THE PREMIER: That old building
at York which ne~ded repairs. It was
false economy to object to the construc-
tion of a6 residency at Northam merely
because there was one available at York.
The new arrangement would save the
magistrate's time, and. would greatly
convenience and benefit the public. For
that reason the item appeared here. A
promise was made during last session or
the previous session that steps would be
taken in this direction. If it were not
for the claims of York the item would be
a very fair one, and the energy of the
lion. ruhner on behalf of York should
not stand in tbe way of a work which
would be of great assistance to the people
of the eastern agricultural districts.

MIR. SURGES: The magistrate could
leave York in the morning and reach
Northam in tme for the sitting or the
court.

Tn PaununR: The hon. member
should look at the demand travelling
would make on the magistrate's time.

MR. EURGES: The whole of the
settlement in the eastern districts was
going en beyond York. Near Northanm
the cotintry was settled and ctould not
develop any farther. The Minister for
Lands should open up the land to the
east of York, instead of putting foolish
lands-purchase clauses in railway Bills.

Mn. MORNs~: This was the hon. mem-
ber's good Government!

.MR. EURGES: Good G1overnmnent or
not he intended to wake them up. He
did not oppose this item because it was a,
case of York versus liortham, hut lecause
he considered the expenditure would he a
waste of money. No doubt when the
railwayv and water construction works
were going on recently near Northam
that centre had a lot of drunks; but the
latest returns would show a different
state of affairs. Beverley was develop-
ig rapidly-another argument why tbte

magistrate should not be removed froni
York to Northamn. He moved that the
item be struck out.

MRi. MORAN:- A seat behind Gov-
ernment was not the best from which the
hon. mnember could wake the Government
up. It appeared that York always got
the worst of the bargain, and that the
member for Northanm always gained the
advantage ; but the figures of the Attorney
General made out a strong case for
Northam. The member for York brought
forward no figures to strengthen his
case.

MR. WALLACE:- Would it not be
prudent to defer the work for a year ?

MR. Bunans: Yes; for another ten
years.

MR. WALLACE: Owing to the great
increase in land settlement in its neigh-
bourhood, 'York might become the true
centre of the eastern agricultural' dis-
tricts.

TaE PRExMIER: If the item were not
passed, £100 would need to be expended
in. repairing the residency at York.

MR. THO-MAS: Could not the Gov-
ernment obtain a temporary building at
Northam pending the development of
agricultural settlement?

THtE Thtrnrun: No suitable building
could be obtained.

Win. THOMAS: York would become
the true centre because the development
about York was in advance of that going
on in the Northam district,

MR. GonnoN: What about the settle-
ment that had taken place in the past at
Northam?

Maz. THOMA&S:- From an agricultural
point of view York district was to be pre-
ferred to the Northanm district. He
thought the residency should be estab-
lished at York.

Mn. GORDON supportea the item.
'Members forgot that there was a large
settlement going on around Newcastle.
He belIieved the mnagistrate's duties would
be taken up in attending to Newcastle,
Northam and York, and that another
magistrate would have to be appointed to
attend to the districts to the south of
York.

Mn. BATH:- In view of the fact that
Newcastle had some claims for considera-
tion, the residency should be built at
Spencer's Brook, which gave easy access
to all the centres.
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MR&. Buiozs: Absurd!1
MR. ATKINS : The magisterial area

extended from Pingelly on the south to
Newcastle on the north. York was the
more central place for a magistrate to be
located for working the combined dis-
trict.

THY, PREMIE R: The great bulk of the
work was at Northam.

Ma. ATKINS: That might be so
while many works were going on, but it
was not so now. Northam also was a
teetotal place, and there were not, mazy
eases for the court.

Ma, THOMAS:- Members would recol-
lect that, last year the member for
Beverley pointed out in connection with
food supy that th& portion of the State
whichwoul be the principal food pro-
ducer for the goldfields would be the
district comprising Bleverley, Northam,
and Newcastle. This being now a coin-
bined district for a. resident magistrate,
York would be the miost convenient
centre for locating him.

A mendment put, and a division taken
with the following result:-

A-yes
Noes

10
11

Majority against ... I

A 1~s.
Mr. Atkis

M.Bath
Mr. Connor
Mr. Holmes
Mr. Jacoby
Mr. Pigott
Mr. Thomas
Mr. Wallace
MY. Telverton
Mr. Burg" (Tal In).

NOES.
Mr. Diamond
Mr. Ewinig
Mr. 0Goto
Mir. H=si
Mr. Hopkn

r. ItchiSo.
M r. James
Mr. Oat.
Mr. Rason
Mr. Walter
Mr. Iligham (Teler).

Amendment thus negatived.
MR, BURGE$ moved that the item be

reduced by £100.
Amnendment negatived.
THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: In

view of the closeness of the division on
this item, the Government would be
bound to make farther inquiry before
proceeding with the work.

Item-Midland Junction, ambulance
and casualty ward, £1,030:

Mit. THOMA&S: A debate lest year re-.
suited in an understanding that as there
was a properly equipped hospital at
Guildford, the people at Midland Junction
would be sufficiently provided for by
having an ambulance and casualty ward.

Would this sum be all that was re-
quired?

THEs MINISTER: A contract was
let for the work, and this amount would
finish the work authorised by Parliament.

[MR. QULNLAN took the Chair.]

Iteni-Bunbury Hospital, septic tank,
£175:

Ma. BURtGES asked whether a proper
septic tank could be constructed for this
amount. If so, the information would be
useful for householders especially in
Perth, where the sanitary service was in
a scandalous condition and a disgrace to
civilisation.

Tax MINISTER: A septic tank could
be built for £175 sufficient for a hospital
of this character, and a septic tank for an
ordinary household could be built for a
much less sum. He would be glad to
show any member plans and particulars
relating to this kind of work.

Item-Claremont Hospital for Insane,
farther works, £20,000:

Mu. HEIGHAM: Only £,20,000 was
provided for expenditure this year, and
this sum would be absorbed in erecting
some of the administrative buildings,
which he understood would be temporarily
used. The amount placed on the Esti-
mates would make very inadequate pro-
nision for the insane under present
circumstances. He had been through the
Fremantle Asylum mauy times, and
through it within the last few weeks.
The asylum was absolutely congested.
The demand was so great that in many
wavs the superintendent had to evade
giving access lo the institution as much
as he could; in fact there were, he
believed, cases in which the insane were
kept in prison in order that they should
not evercrowd those already in the
asylum. One might see 10, 15, or 20 in
a ward which had only sufficient space for
half the number. Everything possible
had been done in the present buildings
for the comfort of the patients, but it
was impossible for thenm to receive proper
attention. Proper accommodation would
not exist for some time on the Claremont
site, and with the growing demands on
space. the Fremantle asylum would be as
crowded as ever insa short period. During
this year at least £40,000 or £60,000

[ASSEMBLY-3 Hospitole.
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ought to be spent on the new asylum,
The way in which the insane were being
treated was a crying shame to the country.

Ma.AT~rNS: When would the build-
ings intended to be erected with this
money be completedF Unless they were
taken iu band and completed without
delay, there would probably be a, terrible
mess in the asylum, which would be a
great deal worse, than now. The inmiates
were increasing every day. We had not
in this country the ordinary ratio of
insane, but the ratio was increasing, and
it would continue to increase every year
until we got to the normal percentage.
Would the work for which this money
was to be paid be completed within the
next 12 months, as it ought to beP

Mi&. CONNOR: It was absolutely ne-
cessary that the proposed work should be
carried out as early as possible, and he was
sure no member on either side of the
House would raise any objection to the
use, if necessary, of Form J, in a case of
this sort. If members continued on the
lines on which-we bud been going, there
might be need for special wards.

THFE PREMr&Sa: " Opposition " wards.
*M-R. DIAMOND:; In this particular

instance the meirberu for Fremantle wore
working for a public object which would
take the expenditure of money away from
Fremantle toanotherdistrict. Haviughad
several opportunities of seeing the work
done in the Fremntle asylum, he asserted
that the asylumn was absolutely a disgrace
to the State. He believed we had one of
the best men in Australia in charge, and
Dr. Montgomery had not anything like a
fair chance under the present circum-
stances. He trusted members would
assist the Government in pushing for-
ward the erection of this new asylum at
the earliest possible date.

Tuas MINISTER: The Government
fully recognised the necessity of pressing
on with this work. Thle necessity had
existed for years past. It was only quite
recently, however, that a serious attempt
had been made to deal with it. The
ultimate liability authorised to be incurred
was set down at £60,000. but it was
anticipated that no matter how we pressed
on with the work, not more than.£20,000
would be spent before the end of the
financial year. Should we, however, be
able to get more done than would be
represented by the expenditure on the

Estimates, there would, be was sure, be
no objection to an additional amount
tiing spent. Dr. Montgomery had pointed
out more tha once the absolute necessity
of pushing on this work as soon as
possible, and that would bp done.

MtR. ATKINS:. The Government
should spend all the money provided on
the Estimates for this purpose.

Item-Perth Hospital, new wing,
£4,000 -:

Mna. TAYLOR: In relation to hos-
pitals he desired to draw attention to
Rteml No. 82 of last year (Laverton Hos-
pital, grant-in-aid, £1,000.) This year
there was. no such vote for that institu-
tion. The Laverton hospital committee
got £600 out of the £,1,000 voted last
year for extension of a ward or work of
a similar nature, hut because they were
in a flourishing position the Government
officer garnisheed against tbat £600, the
Medical Department having advanced
the money. The regulations set forth
that subsidies could only be used in
hospitals for maintenance and upkeep,
not for extensions and buildings. He
felt that, the Laverton people were badly
treated. The medical officer told him
thaLt there was an understanding with
the committee that the mioney should be
garnisheed, but the committee denied
that such was the case. Beca-use some
people contributed freely and bad a
decent banking account, the Government
would not build for them, yet grants
were made year after- year for the upkeep
of other places where people contributed
nothing to that upkeep.

Ma. YELVERTOtT: As to the Perth
hospital, was it not possible to have
proper plans and specifications drawn so
that when the contract was let it might
not be necessary to alter it afterwards,
as had been the case regarding almost
every public building or work that
had taken place for many years past?
In the matter of the Supreme Court
buildings, the William. Street bridge and
the new Parliament Rouses, serious
alterations to plans and specifications
had been made in such a. way as to cost
the State enormous sums of money, and
allow bogus contractors to make money
from the State. If we were to make
important buildings before the contract
was let, the plans and specifications
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should be final and complete, and such
as were necessary for the purpose, and
they should not be altered afterwards.
The enormous sum of 48,475 was
provided for the purpose of erecting new
buildings for hospital purposes. Thou-
sands of pounds had been spent on
hospitals which, in many instances
without sufficient justification, had been
absolutely closed. The Busselton Hospital
which was a very necessary institution,
notwithstanding there were persons in it
at the time and that patients were con-
stantly coming into it, had been suddenly
closed, and the patients had to be sent
over 40 miles to Bunbury. Shortly after
the hospital was closed, a man injured
by an explosion at the Paint Naturaliste
lighthouse had to be taken to Bunbury
for treatment, and he nearly died on the
journey through the shaking-up he
received. In another case an old man
died on the journey. It would have been
better to have spent the small sum of
money required in maintaining this
hospital, than to have lost valuable lives
or to have run the risk, of doing so. It
was an absolute shame that the hospital
at Busselton should be closed, and it was
a. penurious action on the part of the
Government, for the saving only amounted
to about £200 per annum, and the
Busselton people were prepared to
subscribe a. certain amount per annum
towards its upkeep. He did not propose
to vote against any of these items,
because he was in favour of them. Thesick and insane should receive the
largest consideration from our bands,
and it was a blot on our civilisation that
the insane had been so badly treated in
the past. It would have redounded
much more to our credit if we had spet
money on a modem hospital for their
treatment.

THE MINISTER: The lion, meinber
was not present when the mailer of
departure from. specifications was under
discussion at a previous sitting. Positive
instructions were now issued that in no
case were specifications to be departed
from in the future without Ministerial
sanction. With regard to the Busselton
Hospital the matter would be noted, but
lie was simply the builder of the institu-
tion, The samne remark applied to the
case referred to by the member for Mt.
Margaret. He was surprised that any

part of the grant-in-aid for the Laverton
Hospital should have been garnisheed, as
the hion. member said, but that was a
point for the Colonial Treasurer.

MR. TAYLOR: The hospital at Mt.
Malcolm was closed under circumstances
similar to the closing of the Busselton
Hospital a few weeks before the Public
Service Commission recommended the
closing of a number of goldfields hos-
pitals; but it was strange that the hos-
pital in his district was closed while,
hospitals in districts of members sup-
porting the Government were not Closed,
in spite of the recommendations of the
Commission. If they were cow closed it
was only recently. The people of Mt.
Malcolm had been running their hospital

1ever since, thus showing the necessity for
the institution, which was closed down
by the Government just when consider.

Iable railway works were commenced in
the district.

Item-Derby Hospital, water supply,
£2200:

Ma.. CONNOR: Why was the Wynd-
I barn water supply not attended to ?

There was as great necessity for a
water supply at the Wyndham Hospital
as at Derby.

TEE MINISTER: Inquiry would be
imade.

Item-York, lockup-keeper's quarters,
£4650:

Mn. BURGES:- Did the Government
intend to spend any more money in York
in improving the condition of the lockup
and other quartersi

THE MINISTER: Out of the sum of
£500 provided last rear only X100 was
spent. It was proposed to spend another
£450, making £550 in all, to complete
the quarters. With a decision to erect a,

i new magisterial residence at Northame
the old residency at York -would be
a~vaiable for the police. The arrange-
ment having been somewhat altered it
might he found necessary to make other
arrangements.

Ma. MORAN:; What alteration ?
Tym MINISTER: The item for the

magisterial residence at Northam having
been carried by such a small majority,
it would be ab~solutely necessary to make
farther inquiry before proceeding with
the work.

[ASSEIAMBLY.] Police Buildings.
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MR. BURGES: As the miagistrate's
residence was so far out of town it would
not be an adequate building for the
police, The lockup was in a disgraceful
condition, and the Minister's attention

- had already been drawn to the need for
repairs. There were cells in it which
were not fit to be occupied by prisoners.

Mn. TAYLOR: This item. might well
be struck out, as there was no require-
mneat for a lockup at York.

M R. MORAN emphasised the fact that
the Government were going to reconsider
an itoem. passed this afternoozi because it
was carried by a sinall majority of one.
There were other resolutions of an im-
portant kind, relating to constitutional
questions, carried by a majority of one
or two-would tbe Government also re-
consider these ?

Item-Boulder, quarters for single men,
£21,200:

MR. THOMAS: How many men re-
quired accommodation at Boulder in con-
nection with the police?

Tan MINISTER: These quarters were
represented to lie necessary, and on
inquiry he found that by spending this
amount there would he saved a sum of
£220 a year now paid as lodging allow-
ance.

Itemr--Perth branch of Royal Mint,
additions and extension, £3,200:

MR. THOMAS: A sumn of £5,000 was
passed last year on the relpresentatioln of
a Minister that the work was urgently
required. It now appeared that only
£1,077 was spent in the financial year,
and the balance would be claimed as an
economy in admiinistration.

THE MINISTER: A contract was
let, and although only £1,.077 was spent
in the financial year, this additional
amount of £3,200 was necessary to com-
plete the contract.

Item - Fremantle (Sotth Terrace),
school, £21,620:-

Mn. CONNIOR opposed the item, not
because a school there was unnecessary,
but as a protest against the high-handed
manner in which the Colonial Secretary
had treated the people of Fre mantle in
reference to the site on which the school
*was to be built. It was suggested by the
Government to take from the hospital

ground a portion on which the old Gov-
ernor's House stood fronting South Ter-
race. The Government, without consult.
ing the Fremantle people, decided to re-
sume a portion of the hospital ground
and build a school on it. The people
of Fremantle resented that action indi-
rid nall and by public meeting, for they
regarded. the ac-tion as unjust if not
unconstitutional. Was it proper to put
an infant schbool against a hospital, on
the other side of the school being a
public morgue? The school was in a
position where a tremendous amount of
traffic caused great noise and was
dangerous to children. Because some
member of the Ministry-he meant the
Premnier-had taken a huff in reference
to some Fremantle matter, he said this
school should be built on the hospita
ground; and in this he showed no regard
for the opinions of the people of Pre-
mantle. This was at bad state of affairs,
and it also showed a want of backbone
on the part of members who represented
Fremantle. He moved that the item be
struck out.

MR. DIAMOND, in supporting the
motion, said he had intended to adopt a
similar step. Public opinion in Fre-
mantle had been flouted. The Freruantle
municipality gave a site neat the Smelt-

ing Works to prevent the school being
built in this unsuitable position in the
hospitabl ground, and the Education
Department made a quasi promise
through the Minister that if the munici-
pality did not give up a. site at the
lower end of Mandurai Road the
school would be built on the hospital
ground. The municipality foolishly gave
up that site ;but still the school
was built since on the hospital ground.
The committee of the Fremantle Hospital
unanimously objected to the site adopted,
the medical staff also objected, and the
municipal council to a. man were against
it. In fact there was a unanimous expres-
sion of opinion from Fremantle against
the site. He did not know of one dis-
sFpntient from that opinion, except the
Colonial Secretary.

MR. HIGHEAM: Fremantle members
fought as far as they could to prevent the
Government from erecting this school on
the site referred to, but they failed, and
the school was now practically built,
though not complete. He was not going
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to vote against the present item, because
it would be absolutely useless to do so.

MR. CONNOR: Fremantle and North,
South, and East Fremantle objected to
the site which bad been adopted, and
every member of the municipal council
expressed his opinion on the ])ublic plat-
form. It was a disgrace that this scheme
should be carried in the face of public
opinion at Fremantle, and it would be a
wise thing on the part of the Government
to forego what work had been dlone, and
have the other site, which was still avail-
able. That Site would suit the children,
and it would please the people.

DR. HICKS, who lived as near to this
site as anyone, had never seen any reason
why the school Should not be built there.
The only objection was that it was on the
street wherefthe main traffic took place,
and the children might come to some
injury. Several schools in Fremantle
were built in similar positions in other
main streets. As to the hospital staff'I
one could quite understand why they
complained. They were looking ahead to
the time when they might require more
room ; but that was not a, sufficient reason
why the school should not be erected on
the site which had been adopted.

Amendment put, and a division taken
with the following result:

Ayes ... ... ... 8

Noes ... ... ... 16

Majority against ... 8
Area. NES.

11r cor'Sr Mr. Atkins
Mr. Jacoby Mr. Both
Xr. Mo.a Mr. Burges
Mr. Nauou Mr. Biutcher
Mr. Porkies Mr. Ewing
Mr. Tylor Mr. Fe~
Mr. Thoma Mr. G=
Mr. Diamond (Teller). Mr. Gregory

Mr. Hicks
Mr. Hopkins
Mr. Oats
Mr.:Plese
Mr, Rason
Mr. Wallace
Mr. Walter
Mr. High.. (17e11,r).

Amendment thus negatived.

Item - Kalgoorlie (South) school,
£2,000 :

MR. BATH: No provision was made
on the Estimates for a school at Williams-
town, one of the suburban areas in the
Hannans electorate. On all sides it was
agreed that Williamstown needed a
school; and although repeated represen'
tations had been made to the Minister,

the school was not provided. The
children at WilliametownI had to walk a
long distance to the central school.

MR. JACOBY: Was it necessary to
have a number of schools in each towd ?
Was this school more than half-a-mile
from the nearest schoolP

THE MINISTER FOR, LANDS: Rather.
MRt. JACOBY: We should not have

schools too close together. We were
providing a very large amount each year
for temporary schools.

Ma. BATH: The school was over a
mile from the central school, and the
children had now to pass oiver an ordinary
railway crossing. Although he agreed
with what the hon. member had said, it
was absolutely necessary to establish
schools for the younger scholars in the
districts around Kalgoorlie. Any member
who lived on the goldfields in summer
time would recognise the discomfort the
children had put up with in having to go
long distances to school.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES: There
was a mistake about the Williamstown
school, because an area had been reserved
for a school and the matter brought under
the notice of the Minister for Education.
He would again draw the attention of the
Minister for Education to the great
necessity for a school at Williamstown.

Item-Kalgoorlie (North) school addi-
tions, £900:

MR. JACOBY: How far was this
school from the nearest school?

THE MINISTER had not at hand the
information required, but the school was
very much overcrowded, and the teaher
was constantly asking that additions
should be made.

Mn. MoeNn': There was a tendency to
build schools at every corner.

THE MINISTER: These were only
additions.

Tun MINISTER FOR LANDS: The school
was certainly half a mile from the nearest
school.

Item-Lakeside school and quarters,
£2375:

MR. THOMAS: The only work carried
on at Lakeside now was the cyaniding of
tailings dumped from the Boulder Per-
severance battery. This work would
shortly be finished, and he did not know.
if the population around this battery
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would be permnent. Any building put
up should be one that could be easily
shifted.

MR. BATH: Though unable to give
information as to the probable per-
manency of the district , he knew there
were sufficient children at Lakeside to
justify the erection of a school. Lake-
side was a considerable distance from
Kamballie, and a school had been needed
in the district for a considerable time.

ME. Tnorns: For bow many children
was the school required?

THE 'MINISTER could not supply
that information. He had, however, the
assurance of the department that a school
was necessary, that the population was
increasing, and that there was no school
available for the children.

MR. THOMAS: The residents might
have to shift from Lakeside at an early
date, so he would counsel delay. Th~e
children should be able to get to school
by train, as the children between Bulla-
bulling and Ooolgardie bad to do at
present.

MR. CONNOR: While this district
received every attention, Wyndhamn could
not get a school. There was a large
Government staff at Wyndhain, but the
officers complained that they could not
keep their families there, as the children
could not get any education. A former
Government promised to build a school
at Wyndham, but it was not built. The
favours of the Education Department
should be more evenly and justly dis-
tributed.

MR. TAYLOR: Though the children
at Lakeside would only have to walk two
miles to a school,' the children at Mount
Sir Samuel, 35 iles away from the
nearest school, could not get any educa-
tion. Requests had been repeatedly
made for a school at Mount Sir Samuel,
where there were about 18 or 20 children
of school age. The people of the district

Secured portion of the Mechanics' Insti-
tute for a school, and guaranteed £250 a
Year towards its upkeep, but the Govern-
ment did not meet their wishes. It seemed
that members sitting on the Govern-
ment side of tbe House (cold get schools
only short distances from one another.
If he were sitting on the other side of the
House he could get school facilities which
he was unable to get sitting in Opposition.
The people in the district he represented

had to suffer because he was in opposi-
tion to the Government.

Tnis MINISTER FOR LANDS:
With reference to Lakeside not being a
permanent place, members need not be
anxious about that. There was a per-
manent population there, and they were
not likely to leave.

MR. THOMAS warned the Minister
for Works that Lakeside was not a per-
manent settlement. The population there
was comparatively large at present, but it
would be gone in a few weeks, probably
before this money could be spent, because

Ithe Great 'Boulder Perseverance Mine
had nearly finishe8d dealing with the
tailings, and then there would be nothing
to keep the population there. No leases
of any value were working in that locality.
If a school were provided for Lakeside,
it should be put on wheels so that it
might be removed when no longer
required.

Item--Perth Technical School, per-
manent buildings, £25,000 ; total liability
£10,000:

MR. THOMAS asked for information
as to the character and extent of the
buildings .proposed. He hoped these
would be permanent buildings, on a scale
that would provide for a technical school
up to date, and designed in such a way
as to admit additions as the population
of the country increased, so that, the

:1 general design might not be impaired.
THE MINTSTER: The present site

of the technical school would be required
for other purposes, and in any case the
temporary buildings now occupied were
inadequate for a technical school. It
was proposed to erect a new up-to-date
technical school estimated to cost
ultimately £10,000, and of this sum
£5,000 was proposed to be expended
in the current financial year. The
site selected was on the end of the
Commonage at Thomas Street. The
desire was to erect a substantial building,
and not spend a great amount in needless
ornament. It was estimated that £10,000
would suffice to erect a substantial build-
ing, and if it became necessary to increase
the building hereafter he had no doubt
this House would willingly pass a farther
vote for so worthy an object.

ME. THOMAS did not object to the
amount, but regretted that it was not
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more, for be was conyvineed that an
expenditure of £10.000 as the total
amount would be inadequate for such a
purpose as this. This State was going
ahead, we must make ptovision with an
eye for the future, and it would be a
mistake to begin on a small scale such as
appere to be contemplated. He would
not quibble if a scheme well thought out
was to cost ultimately even £25,000, for
the purpose was one which would justify
a liberal expenditure, and he hoped
members would say that this should be
only a portion of a larger scheme.

At 6-28, the CHAIRMAq left the Chair.
At 7830, Chair resumed.

Ma. JACOBY: It was to be hoped the
Government would erect public buildings
adequate to the growing needs of the
country for educational purposes, and
that this £25,000 was the first instalment

ofa building for the carrying out of a
complete system of technical education.
He understood it was the intention of
the Government to undertake some such
proposal, and if there was an expression
of opinion from members it would help
the Government in coming to a con-
clusion. We had watched with interest
the development of technical education in
the State up to the present time. It was
to be hoped the Government would erect,
on the site proposed, buildings sufficient
to ultimately accommodate a complete
system of technical education in all its
branches. He supported the item.

Mi x. MORAN: Anyone not blinded
by prejudice must come to the conclusion
that Australia was entering on a career
of gradual protection, by building up,
with the aid of technical education, those
trades which had made America, Canada,
and Germany the envy of the world at
the present time. He was in favour of a6
system of technical education in prefer-
ence to spending money on some kind of
secondary education. We should have
something tangible to show for a system
of technical education. We had too
many over-educated young men in Aus-
tralia, well educated generally, but having
no particular knowledge to appil y profit-
ably in any of the walks of life. He held
that the technical education vote should
be followed up, rather than have another
vote for secondary education which would

build up well-educated men without
training for any profession or trade.
The timie had come for Western Aus-
tralia to go in for a proper system of
technica education; not confined to
Perth alone, for if so it would be
centralisation of the most obnoxious
character. The children in Bunbury,
York, and Kalgoorlie were equally
entitled to technical education as were
children in Perth, if not more so.
He did not think we had money at
the present time to enter upon an elaborate
system of secondary education as well as
technical education, and he hoped the
Government would devote all their
energies at present to technical edu-
cation. If a boy was fairly well edu-
cat ed a"cording to the primary standards
in the State schools, up to 14 years of
age, he had all the education that nine
out of ten wanted in the world. If boys
wanted more there were means of getting
it. We wanted nine out or' every ten
earning a living, and we wanted 99 out
of every 100 in big countries like Aus-
tralia who would be able to turn their
education to practical account by be-
coming artisans, without which Australia
could never beanation. [Mn. DIAMoru:
And agriculturists.] Artisans and ag-'
culturists. The experience of America
hnd proved that the artisan was the
creator of the agricultural industry. He
found a market for it. If we had home
consumption there would not be that
keen necessity to look abroad for markets.
Western Australia must not lag behind,
for we had our natural disadvantages in
competing with the Eastern States in
manufactures, and let us not add to those
natural disadvantages the disadvantage
of not having our young men well trained.
He hoped the technical vote would be
increased, and tbat great attention would
be paid to it, and that not so much
attention would be paid to the more
fanciful schemes of secondary and uni-
versity education.

MR. BATH: No member of the
Assembly who desired the progress of
the State of Western Australia would be
niggardly in the vote for technical edu-
cation, and he supported the member for
Dundas when that gentleman pointed out
to the Minister for Works the necessity
of being almost generous in this respect.
It was about time we gave our attention
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to turning out good artisans and trades-
men in the shape of blacksnmitbs, car-
penters, and other descriptions of work-
men, rather than turning out il-paid
clerks and clerical workers. There were
too many of those in Australia at the
present time for the number of billets
that were going. If it was instilled
into the minds of the people of
Australia that it would be infinitely
better to bring up their children to trades
than as clerks who could only earn a
miserable pittance, it would be doing good
for the State. In regard to technical
education in the Eastern States, there had
been some great difficulty preventing the
system becoming as useful as it should be.
The trouble had been that those at the
head of the institution bad not the
grounding themselves, and they had
turned out a number of jackaroo trades-
men who only bad a smattering of the
trade which they ought to have learned.
It was hoped that, as far as Wesi em
Australia was concerned, in our technical
education we should wake it as thorough
as possible, and no system of education
could be made thorough unless the Gov-
ernment of the State were prepared to
support it generously and devote money
to it, for money could be devoted to many
worse uses. Without making any stipu-
lation as to the amount whatever, he
hoped money would be used in a judicious
manner to make the system of technical
education as thorough ats we desired.

MR. DIAMOND supported the re-
marks generally. We should not b
spending money on what was known as
University education just at present.
Good work was being done in the State
now in the shape of technical education
on a small scale. The old building at
Fremantle which was formerly used as a
girls' school on South Terrace was now a
technical institution: As a member of
the school board, he highly commended
the technical instruction given to the
evening classes in the Cantonment Road
school. Amongst the most earnest
students were railway workshop appren-
tices. There were classes for girls also.
But the system should be extended
throughout the State in connection with
primary education. Such extension was
much more important than the estab-
lishment of a university. In her univer-
sities, Australia had too closely copied

Oxford and Cambridge, instead of taking
the practical universities of America as
models. Our aim should be to turn out
practical artisans, farmers and miners,
secondary education for that purpose
embracing the useful arts and sciences.

Item-Secondary school for boys,
£21,000:

MR. PIGOTT: This~ proposal was
mentioned in the Governor's Speech, but
not since. The Premier ought to explain
it, as he anticipated ultimately spending
£10O,000. It did not appear that
secondary schools were needed, and the
item should not be passed without full
debate.

MR. MORAN: From the very nebulous
replies he had received from the Minister
in charge, it wvan evident that this
scheme had not been fully considered.
Better postpone it till after the general
election. We had already secondary
schools in Perth; and if a Government
institution were established, its benefits
must for a long time be confined to
Perth. which was the last place deserving
consideration while country places were
crying out for primary schools. Extrava-
gance in secondary education must result
in the starving of primary school teachers.
Strike out the item and transfer the
amount to the vote for technical instruc-
tion.

THE PREMIER accepted personal
responsibility for the item. He. was a
great believer in national education, and
did not think that the duty of the State
ceased when the p~upil left the primary
school. A person could not be too well
educated; and the State's duty began in
the kindergarten and ended in the uni-
versity. Ours was undoubtedly the best
system of primary education in the Corn-
monwealth. The great education re-
formers of the past, though believing in
State education, thought this should be
confined to the three Ut's ; but as years
passed the public became alive to their
responsibilities, and the system was ex-
tended until to-day we had a primary
education which 30 years ago would have
been looked upon as a first-class sec-
ondary education-instance the seventh
A standard superimposed on the ordinary
standards in schools at populous centres.
Year after year the standard of primary
education was raised. The establishment
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of State schools invariably led through
competition to the improvement of pri-
vate schools, the State setting the ex-
ample and fixing the standard. In the
absence of State education there was
no standard, and instruction was'neither
so efficient nor so generally availed of.
In this country the obligation to pro-
vide primary education was recognised.
But why should our obligation cease
there? Was it right that, accepting as
we did our obligation to provide a primary
education for our young people and realis-
ing that year after year this obligation
extended the curriculum of primary edu-
cation, we should place a child in the
doorway of a primary school and ay,,
"Beyond that the State cannot assist
you," the State recognising no farther
obligation? Did the obligation of the
State cease at the doorway of the primary
school? Doubtless that was the theory
a few years ago, but we had been
encroaching upon that, and subject by
subject had been added. By technical
education and by means of bursaries and
scholarships we recognised some obliga-
tion upon the State to encourage a higher
system of education than our State
schools provided. The development of
education in this State gradually moved
forward. Twenty years ago our State
school education in Western Australia.
was of the most rudimentary character.
He himself passed through that system,
and he asserted without hesitation that
a lad who passed through the highest
standard then had no better education
at that time than one who would he only
in the second or third class now. Those
who passed through the old State school
of Western Australia twenty years ago
could appreciate the enormious advance
which had been made. Were we to
loyally recognise that this State must
provide for its children not only a
primary system of education as under-
stood in days gone by, but also a second-
ary system ?

MR. PIGOTT: Was the hon. gentleman
going to make it compulsory?

THE PREMIER: No. He believed
the duty of the State was to seize hold
of a child and place it under the kinder-
garten systoem, and eventually pass it
through the university. We provided
that education should be compulsory
between certain ages; but when youths

passed beyond that it became voluntary.
Under our system of education, whilst
dozens, he believed hundreds, of young
intelligent and industrious pup)ils had to
pass away from educational advantages
at the age provided by our existing Edu-
cation Acts, we made no provision by
which these youths could avail them-
selves of a secondary system of education,
and make themselves better citizens of
Western Australia.

Mi. Jicoar: The provision existed
all the same, although the State did not
make it.

THE PREMIER: We heard exactly
the same argument when dealing with
the question of primary education. It
was said there was no reason why the
State should provide machinery to meet
this need, and that private energy and
private schools could meet it. jCet we
knew to-day that it was because of the
existence of State primary schools, and
by means alone of the existence of State
primnar schools, that primary education
oct-uj ied the high position it did here.

MRs. MORAN : Tbat was because educa-
tion was compulsory.

THE PREMIER: We could not apply
compulsion unless the State provided the
education, In those States which had
a system of State education we should
find the higher educational standard, and
in those States where there was no system
of State education a lower educational
standard.

MR. MORAN: Which States were
these?

THE PRKEMXIER: We could pass from
America to the old country, to Germany,
or even to France. He haid never heard
controverted the assertion that where the
State provided for education we bad the
best system. When primary education
was first urged in this State those who
opposed it said, " Leave all this to volun-
tary effort;" but the system had been so
complete and emphatic that he did not
believe there was a man in Western Aus-
tralia or in the Commonwealth of Aus-
tralia who would not agree with him
that the system of State education had been
abundantly justified. Inside the domain
of primary education the State was doing
good work, and by doing that good work
was setting an example to private schools
which also supplied primary education.
Year by year we added to the curriculum
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of our State schools, arid we recognised
that while we added to our State curri-
culum certain slubjects dealing with
technical education we could not make
that system complete unless we had
separate schools, which we provided for
in our present Estimates, and hoped to
extend throughout the State in due course
of time. There was in connection with
education as with so many other matters
a gradual growth and gradual expansionl
of the area of the State's obligations, and
a gradual quickening also of the sense of
the State's duty. The first educational re-
formers reckoned that the obligations of
the State oeased when they taught boys
to read and write. Their idea was, "Give
to every child an opportunity of acquir-
ing these rudiments of education, and
that is all you need give him." Every
year we had been departing from thatolA
idea, and had increased the obligation of
the State and given a better education to
tlhe children, until to-day we had, he
believed, in Western Australia as good a
system of primary education as could be
found in any part of the world. It was
wrong that we should put out of the
doors of our schools every year dozens,
perhaps hundreds, of ch~ildren who, if
they had an opportunity of farther carry-
ing on education, would make better
citizens of the State. Why should it be
that, whilst we recognised the obligation
to establish a system which quickened
the desire of a child to acquire educa-
tion, we turned him out of our doors at
the very time when he was acquiring
that appetite for knowledge and a de-
sire to attain knowledge which tended
to mnake for the benefit of the future?
It was said that system ought to obtain.
Everyone would agree that within this
State there must be some system by
which we could take the child from the
State school and carry him onward; but
it was said that, once we passed beyond
the doors of the State school, private
organisations should be left to provide
secondary education. He did not believe
it. On the contrary, he believed the day
had gono by when we should hear, in
connection with education, the question
ouf rich and poor. We too frequently
beard this question, and it was frequently
said: "You are providing no system of
secondary education, and are simnply en-
couraging the rich." In education there

was no question of rich and poor. We
needed the educated citizen. Whether that
citizen be the child of rich or poor parents
was entirely beside the question. FParther
than that, those 'who talked about
secondary education, meaning the systemt
which Iprovided education only for the
rich, and by means of such an argument
tended to divert the attention of the
State from its obligation to provide
secondary education, simply created for
the rich a, close preserve into which the
children of the rich alone could enter.
Why should we not have a systemi of
education which any child- however poor
its parents might be, or however rich its
parents might be-should have a right
to enjoy, if it had brains and energy
enough to earn the prizes or pass the
qualification examinations that would lead
to the higher system the State would
provideP

MR. JAcoar : Was i t to be free?
Tax PREMIER:- We were not deal-

ing with that now. He was not one of
those contemptuous quibblers on either
side of the House who talked about de-
tails.

MR. MonR&w: That was not fair.
Ma.. JAcoary: The Premier should hot

get cross.
THE: PREMIER: One could not help

getting cross on hearing quibbling inter-
jections. He was a great believer in
education of all sorts and descriptions,
and he believed that there rested upon
the shoulders of the people of this State
an obligation to provide for our children
the best system of education we could
possibly get; but all we had to deal with
now was whether it was necessary or
desirable to provide a system of secondary
education. Farther than that, was he not
right in saying that the efficiency of
primary education in this State, and in
other places where it existed, was due to
the fact that the State system applied ?
also that in countries where the State
recognised its obligation to provide a
system of education there was a higher
standard of education than in countries
where the State did not recognise this
obligation ?

MR. Mon.Aw: All civilized countries
recognised the obligation. Could the
Premier mention any that did notP

Tnu PREMIE: Spain, Italy, Greece,
and South Amnerica did not. The countries
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where we found a clear recognition that
the State should provide education were
America, the United Kingdom, Germany,
France, and Australia. Broadly speaking,
those were the places where we found
impressed upon the State the obligation
to provide education.

Ms. NIoRA: No country was more
forward in technical education and other-
wise than Russia.

MR. EATW: Only in a few isolated
instances.

THE PREMIER: Outside the places
mentioned, we did not see a clear recog-
nition of the obligation on the State to
provide a primary education. In Ger-
many and America there was a clear
recognition of the obligation on the State
to provide a better system than primary
education, and in Germany that obligation
was loyally recognised,the State providing
a system of national education beginning
with the kindergarten and ending with the
university. In America the obligation
might not be so loyally recognised owig
to private intervention, but the State
provided secondary schools and universi-
ties. Here in Western Australia we
merely had the primary schools. The
Eat Australian States were to a large
extent content with providing a primary
education and nothing beyond. In New
South Wales and Queensland liberal
subsidies were given to secondary schools,
but in none of the other States did we
find what he asked the House to affirm,
the obligation of the State to provide
means of secondary education to every
young child of the State with sufficient
brains and persistence to avail himself or
herself of the oplportunity.

Ma. MoRAm: This was hardly the time
to discuss the matter.

Tax PREMIER: The desire of the
Government was to make farther inquiry
in relation to these schools, not so much
as to the principle, but as to the curri-
culum and management and in regard to
designs for buildings. The Government
and he (the Premier) strongly thought
that we needed a secondary school
system modelled not on the example of
the old country, nor on the example of
the Eastern States which followed too
closely the old country, but on the
example of secondary schools which pro-
videdi an education somewhat similar to
that provided in the schools of Germany

and America. The Government wanted
to have imparted not only a theoretical
knowledge, but the pructiical, technical
and scientific education provided in
America and Germany. Because they
believed there was need for this the Gov-
erment had placed this sum on the
Estimates to obtain discussion on the
point. He hoped the majority of mem-
bers would agree in affirming the principle
that the obligation of the State towards
its children was not discharged by giving
them a primary education, and that we
should place within the reach of every
child with energy and persistence the
means of acquiring that education which
would enable him to fill any professional
position in the State. At present, how-
ever bright a lad might be and however
hard-working or persistent, we passed him
out of the State school unfitted or un-
qualified to fill the highest positions
in this or any other State. We ought
to provide a, system to remove these diffi-
culties, and to give the intelligent and
energetic lads of the State a ladder by
which they could obtain the highest
offices and positions the State offered.
Believing this, he hoped the House
would support him it) an endeavour to
establish a secondary school in Perth.

Mu. PIGOTT: The Premier gave a
very bright account of his idea of what
a complete system of education ought to
be. The Premier expressed the belief
that the State could not give too much
education, and then dilated upon the
present system of primary education, and
showed that our system was the highest
standard of primary education through-
out the whole of the Commonwealth.
The Premier might have gone farther
and said it was the highest system of
primary education throughout the civi-
lised world. There could be no doubt
that the stage at which we had arrived
with regard to the education given in the
primaryv schools would compare very
favourably with any system of primary
education throughout the whole of the
civilised world; and when we compared
our pnimary education with that of
countries where a system of secondary
education was in force, we found at once
that our standard of primary education
was far ahead of any primary system
where secondary education was also
carried out. The Premier did not give
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any description of the methods the Gov-
ernment intended to introduce, but said
that the main objection to the scheme
would be raised by people who would
consider thattlie introduction of secondary
education would tend to reduce the stan-
dardof the primary system. To-day wehad
a very fine System of primary education.
We had under this system the right of
forcing a training on all the children
until they arrived at a certain stage, and
then the complaint was made by the
Premier that under our present system
these children, no matter how bright and
intelligent and energetic they might be,
were taken away from the doors of our
State schools and sent out into the world
to fight for themselves. The Premier
asked members to assist in passing the
vote to introduce a system of secondary
education in order that we might still
have the care of the bright and intelligent
las and give them the benefits of a
secondary'- education, and the Premier
went farther and said a university educa-
tion. It was no doubt a very pretty
picture to draw, but it could not
possibly be carried out. We should not
take into consideration what was going
on to-day in the United States or in
Germany. We had not the population
of those countries. The result would be,
no matter what system was introduced,
if it followed the lines of the A merican
or German secondary education system
we would find that a systemi was intro-
duced into this State which would become
valueless unless we made it compulsory.
At the present time we had a system by
which any lad who went through his
primary course and proved himself to be
a bright and intelligent and exceedingly
capable boy, and was anxious to get
farther on in his work and learn more,
could get to the top of the tree. If that
system was not sufficient, at a small cost
it could be improved. We could do that
without building huge secondary schools
and taxing the people of the country.
At present we were spending something
like £132,000 a year on our primary
system of education. We had also a
good system of technical education, and on
top of that the Committee were asked to
pledge the country to another scheme
of secondary education which would,
if carried out on the lines suggested
by the Premier, run the State into

Ianother expense equal to that we now
had to bear. The Premier introduced
into his speech the question of an
education for the rich and another for
the poor. He (Mr. Pigott) could not
see what that had to do with the ques-
tion before members. If a rich man's
son was anxious to have a good educa-
tion and the parents were anxious to
give it him, such parents should not
have the right to c-ome to the State and
say the State must educate their child.

THE MINISTER FOR Lnois: That
would be easily regulated.

MRt. PIGOTT: How many children
were there being educated in the State
whose parents could afford to allow them
to go in for secondary education, having
gone through the full primary system now
tobe availed of ? The Premier overlooked
the fact that in America and Germany
wvhere there were systems of secondary
education the system~ was split uip. The
starting point was not where the primary
system finished, but was midway between

the bgning and ending of the primary
system.in That was the position in
America and Germany, and it was
acknowledged all the world over to be
the only good system that could be
carried out.

MRt. BATH: At what age did they go
to the secondai-y schoolsP

MR. PIGOTT: In America the limit
for the compulsory primary schools was
1.4 years, but if a boy showed signs of
brightness and capability lie was taken
away from the primary school before 12
years of age.

MR. BATH: That was not according to
the latest articles which he had read on
the subject.

MR. PIGOTT: It was according to
the latest books on the subject. The
paper he was quoting from was entitled
11Sarnay Education in the Demo-
befre Country," which was placed

beoethe Education Board in Eng-
land only last year. In that paper a
doubt was expressed as to whether
it would not be advisable to reduce the
age to 10 years, so that a boy entering a
primary schoolshould be enabled to go into
a secondary school, provided his teachers
came to the conclusion that he was
suitable to go in for secondary education.
In Germany or America a boy had not to
wait until he attained the top of the
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primary school, but he was taken away
when he had certain rudimentary ele-
ments of education, and when it was
found that the seed had fallen on good
ground. The average boy left the pri-
mary school at 14, having finished his
education as far as the State was con-
cerned, and he was then fit to go out into
the world and earn a living for himself;
but a boy.fit to go in for a university
education was turned out at 15 or 16
years of age. The Premier had this
fetish, that he could introduce it system
of secondary education in Western Aus-
tralia. where we had a small population.
No doubt the system could be intro-
duced, but he (Mr. Pigott) prophesied
that it would b- an utter failuire, a huge
expense to the State, and would. not be
taken advantage of by the parents of the
children, for the iuajoritv of the parents
of children who went to primary schools
could not afford to give their children a
secondary education. They could not
afford to pay for it, and they could not
afford to allow their children to be a tax
on the family after a child 'arrived at the
age of 14. It was quite evident the refore
that no system of this kind should be
introduced here at this time. Tfe advised
the Government to look on the matter
from a different point of view. He
agreed with the Government that we
should do everything possible to assist
the children of the State to get the best
practical education that could be given,
but he suggested that this could hie done
by means of scholarships in the primary
schools, given at a certain age, say at 16,
12, or 14 years. If scholarships were
provided by the Government which would
give a secondary education to children
who had proved themselves capable,
everything that should be required
would have been done. He failed to see a.
necessity for Parliament authorising the
Governmnent to enter into an arrange-
ment to bind the State to a huge
expenditure of money, the result of which
might be very doubtful. This question
should be held over so that the Govern-
ment might miake the fullest inquiries
and put the matter before the electors at
the general election, and allow the new
Parliament when eleated. to deal with the
question. If it was found the system
could not be properly entertained, the
State would not be bound to a policy

which was being introduced now by the
Government without its having been
fully considered. He moved as anamend-
met-

That the item be struck out.
Tan MINISTER FOR WORKS: The

Committee were asked to provide £1l,000
only.

MR. PIGOTT- Then strike out the
£10,000 in the nest column.

Tnz MINISTER:- To that there was
no objection. The desire was to make
farther inquiry and call for competitive
designs. The only argument against the
item was that a~ schemeo for State second-
ary edueation was not matured. This
was true. The scheme was only in the
inquiry stage; hut the leader of the
Opposition had compared German and
Americank secondary schools with the
school to be established here, ignoring
the fact that we had not adopted. a
definite system.

THE CHAIRMANR: By tbe' Standing
Orders, the item could be postponed. until
all the remaining items were passed ; and
if it were postponed, this vote could not
be put nor the other items therein he
discussed.

On the motion by the MINLATEE FORl
Wossa, item postponed.

Buildings and other services for Minis-
ter for Mines' Department, £16,140:

Item-Cue, quarters for inspector of
boilers, £400:

MsR' TAYLOR asked for information.
THE MINISTER FOR MINES: This

was a new departure. The officer's dis-
trict would extend from Yalgoo to Peak
Hill and from Wiluna to Tawlers.
Formerly the work was done by the
inspector of mines; but the dut-ies
clashed, as a mines inspector had to make
surprise visits, and the visits of a boiler
inspector must be notified ina advance. As
the officer at Cue was paying £60 a year
for rent, the Government proposed to
erect a residence.

Item-Kalgoorlie, Warden's Court,
alterations and fittings. £400:

MR. BATRI, at the request of the
jmember for Kalgoorlie, called attention
to the defective acoustics of the Kal-
goorlie Court, of which local magistrates
and visiting Judges complained.

[ASSEMBLY.] Afiaes Buildings.
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11n. UHASTIE: Moreover, the noise of
passing tramns was so loud, and dust so
plentiful, that windows could not be
opened. This was the worst court-house
in the State.

Item - Kanowua, Warden's Oourt,
casing in brickwork, £2.50:

MR. TAYLOR: Why the expenditure
under Form J?

THE MINISTER Pon MiINES: The build-
ing was falling to pieces, and had to be
repaired.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: The total
expenditure would be £260.

Item -Mining School, Kalgoorlie,
4, 7 50:
MR. BATH: What had been done in

consequence of complaints by the local
Carpenters' Union and the trades and
Labour Council as to defective furnitureP

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
complaint was that the furniture was
defective, and had not been obtained
locally. The contract was let to the
lowest tenderer, without regard to his
locality. Instructions had been issued
that specifications must be strictly ad-
bered to, and no faulty work passed.
Defects would be made good at con-
tractor's expense, and some had been
made good already.

Item-Woodman's Point, removal and
erection of magazine buildings and
fencing, £26,100:

MR. CONNOR: When would the re-
mnoval take place, and the road be made?

THE MINISTER was not aware of
any road to the abattoirs across there.

MR. CONNOR: The only excuse for
the road being built to the abattoi rs from
Rockinghamn Road was the existence of
these magazines.

Tun MINISTER: If the bon. member
would call his attention to the road he
would see to it.

Item, Abattoirs, Goldfields, £5,000:
Mu. BATH askedA what was~ the inten-

tion of the Government with regard to
this Matter.I

THE MINISTER: Regarding both
the goldields and metropolitan abattoirs,
there had been considerable delay bt'tween
the Works Department and the Stu~ck
Department in determining upon the

plans that would be suitahle. It was a
large question, and although the delay
was exasperating, still it was of great
importance that there should be no
mistake in the buildings when they were
erected. The site for the goldfields area
had been definitely fixed, and that for the
metropolitan area had been practically
fixed, and the plains determined upon.
The work of erecting both these abattoirs.
wvould proceed without delay.

MR. BATH: Where was* the site for
the goldfields abattoirs P

THE MINISTER: About midway
between Kalgoorlie and Boulder.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: The
site of the abattoirs for the Eastern Gold-
fields was not far from Kalgoorlie,
towards Coolgardie, along the railway
line. The site had been fixed there first
because of its suitability, secondly the
water scheme, and thirdly the railway
communication to it. The various trucks
of cattle could be shippedby a side ]ine
right to the abattoirs. There was some
discussion as to the site, but ultimately
it was determined by, the combined board
of health representing all the districts
to endorse the site chosen by the depart-
wuent,

Item, Abattoirs, Metropolitan-JR5,000:
MRt. CONNOR: Would the Minister

state the locality it was suggested these
abattoirs should he in ?

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: The
site had been fixed at Owen's Anchorage.

Ma. CONNOR: Would any compen-
Sation be paid to people whose abattoirs
wvould be closed up ? Re was not per-
sonally interested.

THE: MINISTER FOR LANDS: The
site chosen was, he believed, the best
availbe As to whether stock would
be slaughtered at other places, that was
a question which would be dealt with
entirely on its merits. That aspect of
the question had not in its details been
dealt with so far. We could not assume
that when the Government abattoirs had
once been erected, slaughtering would be
permitted in all the suburbs in and
around the city. One great controlling
factor in the establisbwent of abattoirs
in any country had been to bring all the
slaughtering into one area, to make
meat inspection p)ossible, and to obviate
as far as practicable diseased and
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unwholesome meat going into consump-
tion. Much might be said on the
question. Tn establishing abattoirs
we were following what had become a
necessity in all pa rts of the world, and hie
believed medical science clearly indicated
that the absence of proper meat inspec-
tion was the cause in a great measure of
cancer and tuberculosis in human beings.
These were matters of serious importance
to the State, and members would agree
with him the time had arrived when
abattoirs should be established. As to
whether compensation should be paid,
that presumably would be dealt with
entirely on its merits, seeing that if a
person was ordered to close his abattoirs
such person would make a claim, and his
claim would be considered. He (the
Minister) did not think he could be
expected to make an announcement as to
whether any compensation would or
would not hie paid.

Mx. CONNOR: Was the amount on
the Estimates to be spent on buildings,
or was the question of compensation
taken into consideration? If this sum
was intended to cover both, it would be
absolutely insufficient.

THE MINISTER FoR LANus: The
amount was for the buildings only.

MR. CONNOR: If the abattoirs to be
erected were taken charge of and run by
the Government a rather serious state of
affairs would occur, because there would
be triple control, as the Government, the
municipality, and the board of health
would eachi claim a certain amount of
control. The system of abattoirs would
be a great protection to the public, the
only fault being that it must necessarily
increase the price of meat to the people;
but that was the people's look-out.
Pnwetically triple control existed to-dy
When the abattoirs were opened regulas-
tions would be necessary. The Minister
would have much trouble, because to-day
there was a lot in connection with abat-
toirs. Instructions were given by the
roads board muau, by' the Stock lMpart-
went, and by, the health board, and they
were as contradietory as possible. The
committee should have information.

THE M1INISTER FOR LANDS: The
question of abattoirs had been very fully
ventilated during three sossions, and it
was of no use for members to run away
with the idea that due consideration had

Dot been given to the proposal. As far
back as 1896 Sir John Forrest sent Mr.
Cavanagh, a Perth architect, to visit the
Eastern States and report, and £500 was
spent on the plans, specifications, and
report. At last we had reason to be
graltified that the proposal had matured
into something practical. It was un-
necessary to go into a long rigmarole to
justify the expenditure which appeared
on the Estimates, for he did not think
we could find in this Committee one
member who would not Support the pro-
posal. As to compensation, the amount
which would have to be paid now would
certainly lbe less than would have to be

Ipaid 10 years hence if the system were
deferred to that time. Regarding dual
control or anything of that kind, the
abattoirs were being erected by the Gov-
erment and would be controlled by the
Government. The central board of health
or the local board of health would be at
liberty to inspect the premises to see that
the yards were kept in a healthy and
proper condition.

MRs. CONNOR was pleased to hear
that it was the inteutioll of the Govern-
muent to take complete control. The
people connected with the trade would
now know the true position.

MR. WALLACE: Would the present
abattoirs be abolished ?

Tian MINISTER FOR LANDS: Yes.

Item - Lake and Mammoth Caves,
development, £2750:

MRs. BATH: We were assured. last
year that this work would be repro-
ductive. Had the expenditure proved a
good investment?

MRs. YELVERTON: This was really
a re-vote, its the money voted last year
was not expended Eletric light was
installed in Yallningp Cave, and was
such a6 pronounced success that the n ov-
erment were justified in "sking for the

Ilight to be installed in Lake and Mammoth
Caves.

[temn -Yalingp, accomnmodation house,
furniture ajid Rtock, X1,500:

MR. HASTIE: Last year we voted
X3,000 for this house, and now we were
asked to provide anl additional amount.
Was it intended to make tile place a
State hotel? He would Like to know
when the house would be open to visitors,
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and whether the place had become a
pputlar r~so4t.

Tas MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
house, now completed, would be run on
the same lines as the State hotel at Gwalia,
and the amount on the Estimates was, to
provide furniture and stock. The f urni-
ture had already gone down, and it was
hoped the hotel would be ready for
visitors early in January. From the
inquiries already wade for accommoda-
tion it was assured that at all events in
the summer months there would be plenty
of visitors, and it was already a matter
of doubt as to whether the accommodation
provided would be sufficient. le had no
hesitation in saying that the house would
not only supply a much needed want,
but would be a payable concern.

MR. VELVERTON, as a member of
the Caves Board, said a manager bad
been appointed for the house, that the
place would be open for visitors by Christ-
mas Day, that there was every expectation
the house would prove successful, and
thiat the business done would be profit-
able in every way.

Itemn - Fremantle, pilot quarters,
£21,870:

xMui. ATKINS: Why were new pilot
quarters wanted at Freman tie?

TnEt MINISTER:- These were rend-
ered necessary by the removal of the
pilots fromn Rottuest.

Item-Perth, Victoria Library, £3,500:
MRt. HASTIE: Last year we voted

£4,000. How much of that money was
spent?

THE MINISTER: The whole sum was
expended. The additional amount was
required. to complete the buildi 'ng.

MR. HAsTIE: Was it to be an annual
vote?

THE MINISTER: No.

Item- Perth, lodge for orderl Y, £2500:
Mat.JACOBY:- Where was this lodge?
TuE MINISTER: This was a new

lodlge for the orderly at Government.
Houise, whose present tenement was a
disgrace.

Item -- New Parliament Houses,
£15,000:

Ma. HASTIE: Last year we voted
£225,000 ; - and the understanding was

that that amount would sufficiently comk-
plete the buildings to allow them to be
occupied, and that afte rwards there would
be only e, small annual expenditure.
When would the buildings be available,
and how much more money would Par-
liament have to vote to complete the
buildings ?

THE MINISTER: The control of the
expenditure and the authorisation of
work in connection with'the new Parlia-
ment Houses were in the hands of a
committee consisting of the Speaker, the
President of the Council, the leader of
the Government, and the leader of the
Opposition. Up till June last the sum of
£422,562 was spent, and it -was estimated
that £15,000 would complete the work
so far as existing authorisations went,
sufficiently to make the buildings avail-
able for occupation when the new Parlia-
ment wet next year.

Mnp. ATKINS: Was the work to be
covered by this vote not included in the
original contract, or was this one of the
contracts that had been altered and
mnessed about so as to make the work cost
half as much agatin as the original
tender ?

THE MINISTER: The amount of
£215,000 was included in the original
idea.

Mn. &TKINS: Was it included in the
original tender ?

THE MINISTER: The original tender
was for a certain amount of work, with
scheduled rates for any additions that
mi ght be decided upon.

UR. ATKINS: What about. the altera-
Itions ?

TEE MINISTER: The bon. member
was unwittingly unfair. No alterations
were made by the Public Works Depart-
ment except with the thorough approval

tand indorsement of the parliamentary
comnmittee referred to, which committee,
so far as this work was concerned, were
inasters, of the department.

MR. ATKINS:- Apologyv was tine to
Ithe Public WorksE Department, butc not to
the committee, which he blamed for all
the alterations and messing about the

Icontract.
NIP. PIGOTT failed to uinderstand the

trouble in the wind of the member for
the Murray. on taking a, seat on this
committee as leader of the Opposition he
saw that at the suggestion of the corn-

Annual Estimate8:
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mitten certain alterations had been made
and carried out at scheduled rates, and
that beyond this there was no extra
expenditure. Tbere was no addition
to the contract in any way. With-
out any doubt the work would be
finished a few days after the expira-
tion of the contract in rebruary.
The committee had found it desirable
that certain alterations should be made
in the building, and had put their
suggestion in writing. New plans were
got out, and these were on the table of
the House for some weeks, If members
looked at the plans they would agree that
the Suggestions of the committee should
be carried out. The contract, for the
completion of certain work to enable the
new Parliament to meet in the new
building would be finished in time to
allow the new Parliament to meet any
time after April. This was a most im-
portant building, and though a little
more money was required for it, if the
money was refused it would be a penny
wise and pound foolish policy. Thecom -
mnittee had suggested that extra accom-
modation should be provided which would
he acceptable to all members and would
add to the beauty of the building, while
the extra cost would be very small.
Several alterations had been suggested
and drawings made which would give
farther accommodation and would en-
hance the appearance of the building.
These suggestions were before members,
and it was to be hoped they would agree
to them.

Tnsr MINISTER: The item of £5,000
was to enable tbi additions as shown on
the plan to be carried out.

MRt. PIG OTT: That was the extra
work suggested, and if the work was to
be carried out it should. be taken in hand
at once. The work could not be carried out
if the House refused to pass the amount.

Vote lint arid passed.

Grants in Aid of Mechanic,' Institutes
and Kindred Buildings, £3,000:

Ma. ATKINS:- There should be better
regulations in regaLrd to what bad been
done in the past in the management of
agricultural halls. Although the manage-
mnent of these halls was supposed to be
left in the hands of committees, as a lot
of Gomernment mioney was controlled hby
the committees, the Goverainent should

have some supervision aver committees
to see that these bodies carried out their
obligations, and also to see if the Falls
were kept in good order and the accoutsB
kept so that people could understand
them.

THE@ MINISTER F0OR WORKS: It
wa~s very desirable that there should be
some control over the mnanagement of the
agricultural halls and kindred institu-
tions. The Government were anxious to
apply that supervision, but it was by no
Means easy to do this, for the buildings
were vested in trustees, who resented
interference of any kind whether by the
Governmient or individuals. It was
recognised that there should be some
supervision, and he was endeavouring to
mature some System by which the
supervision could be brought about.

Vote put and passed.
Total estimated amount for Public

Works Department postponed, until a
previous item which had not been dealt
with had been passed. A postponed
itemu was dealt with later; the Works
-votes being otherwise comnpleted.

Railwaye and Tramwae-ys, £1,299,869
13s. 4d.-postponed on motion by the
MINISTRa.

TREASURY I)EPARTMENT AND An)MtwqS-
TEATTVE BitANowaS (Hlon. 3. Gardiner,
Treasurer).

Vote-Treasury generally, £7,929:

'STATEMENT ON K-DMINI5TRATION.

TnaE TREASURHER: It is as well that
I should lay befroe the Committee some
of the matters connected with the
department I have administered, When
the Estimates were before the Com-
mittee las t year, I was suffering f rom hai
health ; but I made s.tveml promises to
the Committee, and I should like to show
that I have, as far as possible, endeavoured
to fulfil the promises t then made. I

woulId like the (Co mmittee to rem ember,
as far as this department is concerned,
that whilst. I have had the honour of
being in the, Ministry, some 18 -months,
practically during 12 months of that
time Parliament has been sitting. The
first department tinder my direction
is the Treasuiry, and I do not think
any department has carried on the
business of the- State under greater dis-

[ASSEMBLY.] Treasury'Vote.
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advantages, so far as staff is concerned,
than the Treasury hats during the last
eight or nine months. The accountant
of the Treasury, when it was getting-
towards the en~d of the financial year,
unfortunately was struck down with
hemorrhage of the lungs; since then the
Under Treasurer, I very much regret to
say, has been suffering from indifferent
health; and so the work of the office has
been thrown to a great extent on the
acting accountant, Mr. Whitely, and on
myself. I say this unhesitattingly, that
I very much regret the Under Treasurer
has had to apply' to me for three months'
leave of absence. He is an officer who
has given wonderfully good service to the
State, and I am sure all members, and
the State generally, will admit that he is
a thoroughly conscientious officer. 1 am
afraid that unless some alteration takes
plaice in his health it may be necessary for
him to tender his resigination. I sincerely
trust, however, that the trip I am sending
him away on will bring him back restored
to health, and that this possibility will be
far distant. lam looked upon as a pretty
hard taskmaster, andl I have to acknow-
ledge very freely that no one could have
had wore loyal assistance than I have had
from the various officers of the Treasury.
I think I can conscientiously say thatlI
know nearly every officer's work, and
every officer has done his best, even in
spite of some mistakes. They have given
loyal ser-vice; consequently it is only just
and right that I should sy this. It has
been said that the heads of departments
who come into contact with the Mlinisters
are the only officers the Minister sees.
I may say, and if the members will
look through the Estimates they will
notice, that is not justified. The Under
Treasurer is down to receive £750 a year.
He at present receives £100 a year from
the Commonwe.lth, and I spoke on this
matter to the Premier, and I think the
general impression is that the Common-
wealth will have their own officers almost
itnmediately,and then the Under Treasurer
will only receive £750 a year. The Royal
Commission recommended that the Under
Treasurer should be paid this amoun t. The
Committee will agree with me that the
Under Treasurer holds the most im-
portant position held hy any public
officer outside the Auditor General.
His position requires peculiar and specific

!knowledge, and it is not fair to put the
I Under Treasurer in the same position as
the Commissioner of Police or the Sheriff.
His position calls for greater recognition.
It will be seen by the Estimates that the
acting accountant, Air. Whitely, has been
raised by me from £865 a year to £410.
In addition to discharging his own
duties, we are so circumstanced that Mr.
Whitely requires to discharge the duties
of Under Treasurer as well as his own
position during the absence of the Under
Treasurer. When we get a good public
servant we should honestly tell the House
and the country that we have servants in
the employ of the Government of which
they might well be proud. During the
last six months the office hours that Mr.
Whitely should have worked, had he
been a nine to half-past four servant, were
913, bat he actually worked 1,417 hours,
or 504 hours overtime. I myself have
raised an objection to this, but he is a
man who conscientiously wants to do his
duty, and he has found, taking over the
work under very unfavourable circum-
stances, that it has been a big tax upon
him, and he has honestkv done his best
and given his time to thie duties of the
State; therefore T am sure members will

Inot begrudge him the rise I have given
I him in his salary. So far as the in-

creases to other officers of the Treasury
are concerned, they are all in the lower
grades, and nearly all have had a rise
varying from £10 to £25. The Under
Treasurer and myself classified these
officers, and we did not agree with the
classification of the Public Service Corn-
mission; still the amounts we gave were
collectively about the same as recoin-

mededby the Public Service Comymission.
We did not agree with the Com-
mission's classification; so we classified
the work of the ledger-keepers, in order
that those doing more important work
should receive salaries slightly higher
than t':eothers. We fixed the maximum
salary at £200 a year, without regard to
whether the officer has been employed forI10 or 20 years so long as the work
remains at its present volume. We had
a Government advertising officer receiving
£350 a year with expenses, which
brought up the item to £420 or £44.
We found on looking into his duties that
he was a capable man, but that there
was not sufficient work to justify our
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paying that salary; and we are now
employing an advertising officer at £150
a year, and be is not overworked. This
is work of which I have had considerable
experience, so I speak of that which I
know. I have appointed a tender board,
as promised last session, and it is very
successf ully endeavouring to assume the
position which the House desire it to
occupy. At first great difficulty was
found in getting together a good working
board, but now the members are getting
into harness and working efficiently. A
few days ago the secretary of the board
assured me that by calling tenders instead
of following the customs of the past a
saving resulted of about 712 per cent, per
annum. The secretary is a very capable
man. When he took the position I told
him be would. be employed for 12 months
on trial, at the salary he was then
receiving. I believe the Commission
recommend him for an increase in salary,
but that must stand over till next year's
estimates are prepared. The Audit bfflce
is also under my control. As members
know, I have advertised for an Auditor
General, and have kept them informed
through the Press of all the steps I have
taken. I ani assisted by a board consist-
ing of Mr. Percy, Inspector of the
Union Bank, and Mr. Andrews, of
Ford, Rhodes, and Ford. We have
examined the three local candidatesfor the
position, all of them being civil servants.
On Wednesday next Mr. Whitton,
who examined our Audit Department,
and the Auditor General of Victoria, Mr.
Bruford, who was a mnember of the
Public Service Royal Commission here,
will in Melbourne examine the inter-
colonial candidates. The best of these
will be sent here to be examined by the
board I have mentioned, and the choice
will lie between himi and the best local
candidate. I trust the plan adopted will
result in our getting a capable officer. I
have issued only one instruction to the
two examiners - to select absolutely the
man they think most capable. I have not
raised the salaries of the officers of this de-
partmeut. as is suggested by Mr. Whitton
in his report; but I have provided a
sum of X500, so that the new Auditor
General may select his own officers, test
them, and grade them according to his
idea of their abilities. The annual Corn-
passionate Allowances are as usual, the

only " final" item of importance being
the £500 payable to Mrs. Whelan, whose
husband was killed in the magazine
explosion at Fremantle. The next de-
partment is the General Stores. I told
the House that we intended to intrust
the care of Works and Railway Stores to
the departments concerned; and we did
that I think with fairly satisfactory
results. Members will find tbat last
year's estimate for the Stores Department
was.£12,509. By transferring the Public
Works Stores to the Works Department
and the Railway Stores to the Railway
Department, a saving of nearly £3,000
has been effected. In olden times, such
material as coal was brought into the
Government Stores, unloaded from the
trucks, and when required reloaded and

Seat away to the Railway Department,
this involving a. large unnecessary ex-
penditure for labour before the material
reached its destination. None of the
officers in the Stores Department has
received an increase of salary, because
the stores remaining in charge of the
department are coinparatively small,
being those of the minor departments. In
Literary and Scientific Grants, the only
advance is to the Acclimatisation Com-
mittee for fish, birds, and animals -from
£400 to £600. To the Zoological Gardens
was granted last year £4,900, of which
£1,000 was for a house. This year they
ask for a special grant for improvementsin
the grounds. £500. The London Agency
has given me much food for thought;
and I hope the suggestions I have to make
will be favourably received. Two items to
which I took great exception were the
shipping charges and the Consulting
Engineer, Mr. Carruthers. The shipping
charges I found varied from £1,700 to
£2,200 a year. I desired an alteration,
but my proposal was not very favourably
received. However, as the result of a
continuous effort I got a West Austra-
lian firm to undertake that shipping at a
maximum of £500 a year; so that we are
practically saving from £21,200 to £1,700
a year in shipping alone. I went into
the question of payments of Mr. Car-
ruthers, and when in the East I made
inquiries as to what was done in this
respect in South Australia, and obtained
particulars from the Public Service Board
of New South Wales also. I find that in
four years we paid Mr. Carruthers com-

[ASSEMBLY.] Treasury Vote.
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mission amounting to 6C35,706 12s-
practically £9,000 a year; and I think
the House will agree that it was nearly
time to try some less expensive arrange-
ment. It was said this could not be
altered; but practically three months
after commencing inquiries we came to
the conclusion that if New South Wales
and South Australia could get the work
done more cheaply, there was no reason
why we should not follow suit. So two
months ago I instructed the Agent-
General to give Mr. Carruthers notice
that his appointment would be terminated
at the end of six months from that date.
Members will see provision made on the
London Agency estimates of £2460 for ani
engineer. That is practically £900 per
annum; but I do not wish to lead mem-
bers to think that the item will cost only
£900 per annum. This officer, like Mr.
Carruthers, will probably have to employ
supervisors; but judging by the experi-
ence of South Australia and New South
Wales, I think members have every
justification for believing that the work
will be done for about £2,000 a year.
The new engineer will be solely in our
employment. The next department is
the Photo-Titlhngraphic. At the end of
last financial year I investigated both our
printing departments; and comparing
the work done with the wages paid, I
found that after making liberal allow-
ances for material, etcetera, there was a
leakage in the Photo-Lithographic De-
partment of £21,000 a year. I asked for
explanation ; and after careful inves-
tigation concluded that the department
was absolutely overmanned. As a re-
sult I have practically got rid Of a
sufficient number of men to leave the
department unimpaired inefficiency while
saving a little more than £21,000 per
annum. In effecting such retrenchment
there is always sonic hardship, and some
of the officers I have had to get rid of
had been for a considerable period in the
public service. So I made it a personal
matter, and obtained for two men out of
the th-ee retrenchied positions as drafts-
men in the Lands O fluve. where draftsmnen
are badly needed. Unfortunately, I have
so far been unable to make satisfactoryv
arrangements for the draftsman who was
in charge of the others. Members know
that the Royal Commission's i-eport on
this department stated, as I myself con-

eluded after careful enqu~ry * that there
was no necessity for a supervising drafts-
man in addition to a photo-lithographer.
Last year's expenditure was £6,492, and
this year's £5,991 ; but I thought I shouild
hare to pay compensation to retrenched
officers amounting to £820. If, however,
I can make satisfactory arrangements for
the draftsman who was in charge, I do
not think I shall have to pay any of that

compensation. It will he observed that I
have given the photo-lithographer an
increase of £560 ayear. I said to him:
"We wish this office run as a business

office. Parliament will expect that if we
pay you a certain wage we shall have
certain work done, and that the work will
be charged to the various departments.
If not, I venture to say that while the
House may now agree to your increase
they will support any action the Govern-
ment may -aterwards take to get rid of
you if you ale not capable." I found,
too, that there was a leakage in the
process work. We have very fine and
beautiful mac-hinery, lint not quite
enough process printing to permit of our
doing work as cheaply as it could be done
for us outside; but I think that during
the coining year we shall be able to show
a better result. In any circumstances, it
would be a pity* , for the sake of the
small saving we could effect, to let
such first-class machinery lie idle-
the latest machinery so far as that is
concerned. There is another department
under me, this being the Post Office
Savings Bank, and when I took charge
of the Treasury I found that Bank in a
very unsatisfactory position. Indeed the
books, as I had pointed out, had never
been balanced since it was a savings
hank. There were several other methods
pursued which I am sure would lead to
nothing but error and so forth in that
bank. For instance, each pass-book
carried in the front of it the signature of
the man who paid money in and drew
money out on that signature. One can
easily understand what opportunities that
afforded for fraud. When I went to the
Eastern States I put in four days at the
savings bank at Adelaide, and four days
at the savings bank at Melbourne, mas-
tering, as far as I could, the system
there, and when I came back I gut the
acting accountant, as he was then, to
introduce some of the methods of the
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Eastern States. We found some of those
methods very satisfactory, and others
not quite so satisfactory as they might
be. Then there was the question of the
manager, and 1 took the same course
with him as I am taking with the
Auditor General. I refused to have any
say in the a~ppointmient. One frequently
hears of Ministers getting favourites and
desiring to push them on. I called for
applications in the service and had the
applicants examined on their fitness by a
committee consisting of the Under-
Treasurer, Mr. L. A. Woolf, and Mr.
McDonald of the National Bank. After
that committee had examined them there
were practically three left, and the
decision was given in favour of the man
who bad been acting there. I asked
these gentlemen when they had finished
their examination if they were satisfied
they had the best man obtain-
able at the salary, and they assured
mec that if I had called for applica-
tions outside I could not have got
any more capable men than the
last three left in -after the examination.
Then I was in this position, that the
member for West Perth complained to
me of the fact that the Savings Bank
was not the best place we could get for
the office; in fact it was far from it. I
was served with a notice by the Board of
Health to vacate the other premises we
were in, and it was absolutely necessary
for me to get a place to use as a Savings
Bank. We tried everywhere, and as a
resu.Jt the premises they are now in were
the only ones we could obtain at the time
that were at all satisfactory; and I sa-y
they are far from satisfactory for more
reasons than one. The manager and
myself quite recently have been trying to
see what we can do to ameliorate the
position. We recognised that owing to
the transference of work many ledgers
were absolutely falling to pieces. There
has been entailed upou the officers of this
bank a huge amount of work, and so far
as the payment for this work is concerned
we have engaged a large number of temn-
porary hands and are trying to get
through the work as quickly a's posible.
It will be noticed that the sa ries of
these clerks are in most instances in-
creased; but I am not satisfied now that
I am paying up to the standard that I
should. However, I went rounl to. in-

quire amongst the bank authorities, and
one of the first inquiries I made was
what they paid their ledgerkeepers. I
do not always take banks. as a standard,
because I am pretty well satisfied they
do not pay the best wages. At any rate
the salaries as they stand here will require
to stand for this vear. I have asked the
manager to point out to my successor the
most capable men, and make a recomn-
mendation so that these men will get
honestly paid for good work. Sn far as
the Savings Bank is concerned the ques-
tion has cropped up of what we have
to pay the Commonwealth. When I was
in the Eastern States I went carefully
into this,and it was found that the amoun~t
was 6is. per X100, that would be the money
paid in and out. That is what the
expense ran into for collecting, so far as
the Savings Bank is concerned. I went
into the figures of the various branches
and found it would not suit us to pay the
Commonwealth 6s. to the £100; conse-
quetlty we have now our own agency at
Coolgardie. Kalgoorlie, Boulder, and
Fremnantle. The Fiotnantle agency will
be opened almost immediately and it will
he a distinct branch so far. It will be
away from the rest Office altogether.
When we get the books balanced I am
going to suggest, and I think this House
will agree w ith the suggestion, that we
should follow the attitude of Victoria
and have branches at these various
places, just the same as they have there,
or as a bank has, so that people will
not have to put up with a great a.mount
of inconvenience. So far as withdrawals
are concerned, we hive simplified that a
great deal by a system of telegraphic
messages, by which means people in the
large centres will be able to transact
their business just the same as they can
in the city of Perth.

MR. JAcoar: You still manage the
small offices through the Post Office?

THE TREASURER: Yes; it would
never pay us to do other than that so far
as the small offices are concerned. Memn-
bers; have made a large number of
requestsi to have savings banks opened at
branch offices throughout their cousti.
tuencies. In several cases we have been
able to grant them, but in several others
the Federal rest Office have said, - if w,
are to take the savings bank work at that
place, it will necessitate employing,

[ASSE-MBLY.] Treasury Vote.
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another hand, and we cannot afford to
do it forthe business." Ilam trying to
get over the difficulty by seeing if we
cannot make a satisfactory arrangement.
Another department is the Government
Printing Office. T inadea promise to this
House last year that. I would go into this
department and see what I could do. I.
have been in the Arbitration Court and
everything else so far as this department
is concerned. I am going to make a
suggestiou to this Comimittee-I do not
know whether it will meet with their
approval or not-but I found much the
samne existing in this department as in
the Photo-Lithographic Department, and
I have not been able to apply a cure. I
found that we paid £82,606 last year as
against work worth £28,934. 1 tried to
get hold of this leakage, and I have had
all kinds of excuses given to me, but I do
not think they have satisfied me. I said
to the manager, " Well, if I put you in
the same position as the manager of an
outside business, that is giving you the
right to employ men, paying them the
same wages and giving them the same
privileges, the same right, as people out-
side, can you run this business in a
proper way so that I can look upon it as
a business concern properly managed? "
Up till now I have not haod a satisfactory
reply. There is one poinit I would like
to place before the Committee, and it is
this, that a number of these men are
placed upon the fixed salary list, and
naturally they claim to be civil servants
within the mninrg of the Civil Service
Act. I may tell the Committee I have
gone very carefull y into these privileges.
E3mployees under arbitration award are
entitled to three days' leave and we give
them four; the others are entitled to the
full number of gazetted holidays, prob-
ably from 12 to 15, and a fortnight's leave
of absence, besides which they have had
any quantity of sick pay, in some cases
the number of days amounting to 28, 2.5,
22, 35, and nearly all numbers during
the year are double figures. That is
what the privileges run into. Of course,
there are all kinds of things. For
instance, a man would have 2812 days'
sick leave, and would still take the full
leave and his full number of general
holidays; consequently, this system has
grown to such a state of abuse that these
privileges now cost us something like

£900 odd a year. I have gone carefully
into the question of buying these men
out, because at the present time, biy the
award of the Arbitration Court, I have
two sets of men working different hours
with different pay and different privi-
leges, and I am absolutely certain that
state of things cannot continue.

MR. TAYLOR: Doing the same work?
THE TREASURER: Doing the same

work. Men who appeal to the Arbitra-
tion Court get outside wages and outside
privileges, the outside hours being prac-
tically 48. The inside men get inside
pay, and in many instances more pay,
but not very much more. They also get,
however, all the gazetted holidays, sick
leave, anrd annual leave; the consequence
being that there is in that office, as there
ought to be, a feeling of unrest and dis-
satisfaction in every possible way. The
only solution that I can see is that we
should buy out these men so far as their
privileges are concerned, and let them
start from scratch. The Act never con-
templated that they should be brought
tinder the Act, but they claim to be uinder
it, and so far as that is concerned they
are under it. I do not feel inclined to go
back on the decision of the Commission,
but I assert that as long as we go on
these rounds it is utterly impossible for
us to get satisfactory work performed
there. I thought of suggesting to these
men: "You have your privileges; we

will pay you on the basis on which we
paid the other men we have had to get
rid of through retrenchment. They
practically amounted to £1,600 a year.
We are prepared to do this and to pay
the wages paid outside, you working the
same hours." If that arrangement were
come to, the privileges, instead of
amounting to about £950 a year. would
practically amount to only £200 a year.
I hold the view, and hold it pretty
strongly, that if the Government are going
to run this concern, it should be run
on a commercial basis pure and simple.
I also hold that even the Labour
organuisations ought to aodmit we should,
as a Government, pay only outside rates
and give outside privileges. It seems to
me that is a fair position for the Govern-
ment to take up, if we are to run these
business institutions. Otherwise, butfor
the machinery in the Government Print-
ing Office, we need only keep on those
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men we need for our secret and private
work, and give the whole of the rest of
the printing outside, because it would
mean a material saving.

MR. TAYLOR: Would this provision
apply through the whole of the Service?

Tns TREASURER: I had an idea
that one could run a number of these
things on business lprinciples; but I am
getting disabused on various matters, so
I am not so cocksure now.

HON. F. H. PinEss: You go in with
good intentions.

THE TREASURER: The road to a
certain place is paved with good inten-
tions. So far as the Miscellaneous Ser-
vices are concerned, they will be explained
as we come to them. Another thing I
tried to do was the grading of munici-
palities. I do not know whether the
result is satisfactory, but the matter can
be discussed when we come to it.

MR. MoRAN: Surely we are not going
to discuss it this year?

THE TREASURERt: I think a
majority of the municipalities would only
be too glad to have my proposal carried
into effect straightway. Only one munici-
pality is raising the slightest Objection,
and I think members know the feeling
of their municipalities right through
from beginning to end. I promised
to grade the municipalities, and be it
good, bad, or indifferent it is another
promise I have fulfilled. There was
another question of recreation reserves.
I am given to understand that the mem-
ber for Mount Margaret and the member
for the Swan have something to say
about this. When these grants were
being made I said: " Well; if we are
going to give grants for this, it is a fair
thing every place should have a grant;
and it is not within the province of a
Minister to say what place should or
what place should not have a grant." I
could not find any system to apply; so I
went to practically every member and put
the question to members, leaving it to
each member's honour as to what he
thought was a fair thing. As a result, I
found that the collection of requests
made by members practically took out
the vote, so I think it was not a bad
scheme. One thing I have not done,
and about which I feel sorry, was the
promise I made to bring in a Fire
Brigades Bill. So far as I am concerned

I have acted perfectly straightforwardly
about it. I got all the particulars and
sent them down, but at the last moment
I found that the Water and Sewerage
Bill might have to stand by for my Bill.
All that I could do, therefore., was to
prepare the way for my successor to bring
in a Bill next year to put the fire brigades
subsidy on a proper basis. I thank the
House for listening to me so attentively;
and I will be only too glad to give any
farther information. When I first went
into the Treasury I used to think this
item "miscellaneous" would be con-
trolled by me, but I found that everybody
else controlled it. Therefore, so far as
this item is concerned, my colleagues
may be able to give better information
than 1I can.

[General discussion on administration
ensued.]

MR. MORAN was glad the Treasurer
bad paid some little attention to the
mystic department known as the London
Agency. The idea seemed to prevail
that this was a sodt of fanciful depart-
mnent, where men who had attained
political prominence might be sent to
enjoy a holiday; but if there was one
department that ought to be well filled
it was this department. In the past
more attention was paid to orna-
menting it. The history of Australia
showed that the rugged, unconventional,
hard-working man did better in the
position of Agent General than any other
class of man. Mr. Reeves, who filled the
position with great advantage to New
Zealand, had done much to enlighten the
old country upon the true spirit of democ-
racy in thie southern lands. Mr. Cope-
land, a rugged, forcible Australian, had
filled the position of Agent General for
New South Wales very well; and a recent
Agent General for South Australia, Mr.
Playford, with his rugged personality did
all the work of advertising South Aus-
tralia in England by placing her com-
mnodities before the people of the old
country so that South Australia reaped
great advantage.

THE TREABURER: Mr. Playford gave
us a great deal of information with regard
to the engineer.

Mu. MORAN: These were the men
whose personalities became noticed in
England, and who pointed out that Aus-
tralian legislation did not endanger
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investment in Australia, and that with
all our democratic legislation material
progress was not neglected. Mr. Reeves
had placed before the old country the
fact that New Zealand's prosperity had
been brought about by the liberal party.

THtE TREASUREFR: Mr. Reeves was a
marvellously able literary man as well.

MR. MORAN: As the result of that
gentleman's efforts New Zealand was
now looked upon as being one of the best
gems in the Imperial Crown. Western
Australia could hold her own against the
world in showing her material advantages
to the old country ; but judging by the
absurd ideas held in the Eastern States
with re-gard to this State, we could well
imagine how l ittle was known of Western
Australia in thbe 61d country. It was
desirable that we should have immigrants,
men with money who must be shown that
they had better opportunities here than
in Canada. We must toll the sturdy men
with little capital that we would take
them in hand, place theta on the land,
show them its advantages, and advance
them money. The action of the Treas-
urer should bear good fruit. One was
astounded that £35,000 was paid to one
man for the ordinary business transaction
of passing a handful of goods for Western
Australia made by engineering firms of
the highest repute.

THE TREASURER; The expenditure on
the item was £8,197 in 1898-1899,
£4,882 in the year 1899-1900, £C12,657
in the year 1901-1 902, £9,206 in 1902-
1903.

Mn. MORAN: If anyone told him it
had cost £235,000 to wat ch the splendid
firms in England, of which we heard so
much, to see that they did not rob
this State, then it was a mistake. It
should not cost such a large amount of
money. It was now costing us, accord-
ing to the Treasurer, how much?

THE TREASURES: It was costing
£2,000 a year. It had cost New South
Wales about £8,000, and that country
was getting out a very large quantity of
goods. It cost South Australia, under
Mr. Oswald Brown, with the same
arrangements, £6,600 a. year.

Ma. MORAN: No matter how much
it had cost, there was something wrong
when £35,000 was paid away. There
had been an uneasy suspicion for years
that other commissions were paid. For

£2,000 we could in England secure a
man or two who would do the work well.
A suitable man for the work might not
be able to be obtained in Western Aus-
tralia. This was not a country in which
to find mechanical engineers ripe enough
for such work, but in the old country
there were numbers of these men, and no
doubt the Treasurer would be able to
find an honourable man to do the work.

THE TEAuuaan The object in
getting an Australian was that he would
have a knowledge of local surroundings.

MR. MORAN: That would be of nio
use to him in passing the quality of an
article. It might be useful to him in
saying what pattern of article was best
for Australia, but in the composition of
an article, the building of pipes, the
manufacture of rolling-stock and loco-
motives, it would be necessarj wo have an
expert mechanical engineer who would
know the processes of manufacture. One
presumed the man appointed would
have an assistant, s.)meone who had
gone through the process of manu-
facture of such articles, but that such
a wan could be found in England
for several hundreds a year was un-
doubted. England was full of men
of that Class and the appointment
would ultimately lead to a bigger position
in Australia. AL man who could get in
touch with a State like this had every-
thing to gain. The Treasurer was un-
wittingly a great slave-driver in connec-
tion with the officers of the Savings
Bank, and there was an uneasy feeling
that the gentleman at the head of that
department was a bit of a nigger-driver
too. There was a deal of dissatisfaction
on the part of the officers with the head
of the Savings Bank. le worked his
officers too hard. What the qualifica-
tions of this officer were be (Mr. Moran)
did not know. The most under-paid and
over-worked men to-day in the service
were the officers of the Government
Savings Bank. The time they worked
was appalling, and they were working in
premises wihwere not fit to work in at

Iall. The Treasurer knew that he was
missing a, lot of valuable service through
sick leave.

THE TREASURER: An effort was being
made to get the Assembly building.
Mn. MORAN: It would make a good

banking chamber. The time had come
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in this State to house the Government
institutions under one roof. Touching
the matter of compassionate allowances
he had a motion on the Notice Paper
dealing with Mrs. Waugh, the victim of
a great misfortune in this town. He was
sorry be had not had an opportunity of
bringing the case of this lady before the
House. It was the most unfortunate
case ever heard of. A respectable woman,
the mother of a family, was dragged up
and accused of a dreadful crime under a
case of mistaken identity. She was taken
up one night and put into a cell with
drunks, under the opinion that she was a
Mrs. Lever. Mrs. Watugh had two sons
in the public service, and it was a shock-
ing thing to occur, but perhaps the
matter could not be helped. The police
officers in following a clue of this kind
were to be commended, but this unfortu-
nate woman had not received redress or
the sympathy of the House. She had
not even bad her expenses paid. This
was a case in which an allowance should
be made. It was a shocking affair, and
it was to be regretted that it had oc-
curred without having been taken notice
of by the Government. A similar occur-
rence might have taken place in connection
with any other woman in Perth. Imagine
the feelings of this unfortunate woman.
The Government should show their sym-
pathy with the mistake which had heen
made and give this woman a douceur of
some sort.

THE TREiASURER promised to give atten-
tion to the matter.

MR. MORAN: Touching the Printing
Department, lie sympathised with the
Treasurer to some degree, but one could
go too far in pursuing commercial prin-
ciples in dealing with public depart-
ments. How could one assess the comn-
mercial services of any department, say a
warden or the police ? Something was -
due for confidential work and fidelity in
cases of this kind. If it was not too
much, we should not scruple. The Print-
ing ])epartment had to work at afl
seasons and at all times. There was
confidential work to do, and more imipor-
tant duties than any private firm was
called on to perform. If tbe Notice
Paper was notbere ready or Bills were not
printed promptly, what happened ? The
work done at the Printing Departmnent
was high class. There was a margin of I

£3,000 now on a commercial basis. The
conmnercial principle was a very commend-
able one on the part of the Treasurer; it
was a very' flue idea; but there might be
times when allowances should be made
for special service of a confidential
nature given to the State. He did not
intend to refer to Miscellaneons Services.
This was a standing dish for members.
He had listened with pleasure to the
explanation of the Treasurer, and as far
as he was concerned lie had nothing mnore
to say on these Estimates.

HON. F. H. PIESSE: It was pleasing
to hear the remarks of the Treasurer,
which showed anl intense desire on his
part to do his duty in the besat interests
of the State. He (Mr. Piesse) under-
stood the difficulty which Ministers bad
to contend with, and efforts had been
made by Min isters ill days gone by to do
their duty. Some had succeeded and some
had not. With regard to the comission
paid to Mr. Carruthers, members should
not lose sight of the fact that the com-
mission was paid at the time when the
business of the State was very great.
We were dealing with the Goolgardie
Water Scheme, and if the Treasurer
would refer to the files of 1897 and
1898 he would find that he (Mr. Piesse)
took great exception to the high com-
mission paid, and proposed that some
similar arrangement to that now sug-
gested should be brought about which
would effect a great saving ;but there
was a difficulty in securing an officer who
would do this work as well perhaps as
it had been done, because it needed a
great deal of supervision, and a great
deal could be lost to the State on imperfect
supervision. A salary of £900 a year
seemed sufficient, but when one took
into consideration the fact that business
people doing nothing like the work the
State did paid larger sums, the amount
did not seem to be very great. If the
Treasurer was able to select a good
officer the difficulty might be overcome,
but it was not easy to get a. class of man
to deal with the affairs of a country in
regard to our requirements. There was
less necessity for as much supervision
now as in the past, because the Govern-
ment were calling for tenders in the
State for all that could be done here,
and they were practically buying goods
through large mercantile firms, That
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did away with a great deal of the
necessity for supervision. The amount
which had been paid, £235,000, was a
large sum, buit the business transacted
was great. Mr. Carruthers had to send an
officer to America, and the expenses of
that officer were charged in the amount
for commission. The commission paid
was not greater than that usually paid
by business houses, but the conditions
under which it was paid were different.
He (Mr. Piesse) took a great deal of
interest in this work, as lie felt the
commission was too great. He hoped
the innovation the Government were
introducing would be snccessful.

MR. PIOTT: How was the commission
paid ?

HON. F. H. PIESSE:. It was paid on
a sliding, scale. The amount for the
Coolgardie Water Scheme plates, was two
per cent.

MR. PIGOTT:- What about the secret
commissionP

HON, F. H. PIESSE: Was it proved
that secret commission was paid? He
believed that Mr. Carruthers was ahove
taking a, secret commission. He was a
man of high repute, and was recognised
by both New Zealand and this State as
being1 above commissions of that sort.
Mr. Carruthers was also spoken highly of
by the late Engvineer-in- Chief. It was to
be hoped that a better arrangement would
be made wider the proposal of the
Government.

Vote put and passed.

Audit, £7,561-agreed to.

Compassionate allowances,
agreed to.

£737-

General Stores Department, £2,472 17s.
lid.-agreed to.

Literary and Scientific Grants, £14,150:

Item - Mechanics' Institutes, etc.,
£P2,000:

MR. WALLACE: Would this sum be
distributed as before?

TH-E TREASURER:. The old system
was not very good, some bodies receiving
larger grants than others. The total was
reduced because arrangements had been
made for the Public Library to lend books

to such institutions. The cost of this
would probably amount to £260.

Vote passed.

London Agency, £4,868-agreed to.

Phoo-Lit ho graphic, £5,991 -agreed to.

Post Office Savings Bank, £29,625 8s.
4d.-agreed to.

Printing, £31,438 Os. 4d.:
Mn. JACOBY -The Treasurer invited

the co-operation of members so as to put
this department on abusiues-likn footing.
Something should be done to stop a
leakage of about £3,600 a year. The
Treasurer said some wages compositors
had from 12 to 15 days' gazetted holidays
with 14 daysa' annual leave and full pay
whein on sick leave, the c.ost of thbese privi-
leges averaging £28 to £36 per man.

T-an TRE AsURER: No; a total of £2961
last year.

MR. JACOBY: Why was the alutho-
rity of the House needed in order to
make necessary reductionsP

THE TREASURER: If the drastic step
were taken of dismissing men on the fixed
list, some £91,600, or a I ttle more thanj
two years' purchiase, must be paid as
compensation.

MR. JACOBY: Confidential printers
must, Of. course, be treated as a special
staff; but as regarded other men the
Treasurer should be assisted to put the
department on a. commercial footing.

Tais TRmauRER:- The Commission
recommended au reduction of about £600
ai year in the office.

MR. JACOBY: Reductions could he
made near the top as well as in the wages
staff. What need for a Government
Printer, an assistant Government Printer.
and a superintendent? The duties of
these officers inust overlap, and one might
be dispensed with.

THE TRAnSURER: Retrenchment was
under consideration.

MR. Cowzws: Better report progress.
MR. WALLACE: The Treasurer's

desire for economy had led to confusion,
against'which he (Mr. Wallace) protested.
Throughout the session the supply of
Bills had been short. The other night
only three copies of an amended Bill
were available. This was. a penny-wise-
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and-pound -foolish policy. The Estimates
were in a state of chaos, two sets being
provided, one wrong and the other
incorrect. The Treasurer should consider
whether it was wise to get Parliamentary
printing done outside or the other print-
ing done outside. The Hansard staff had
been instructed to exercise discretion as to
wha tportions of members' speeches should
be reported. It was no use members
appealing to Mansard, for Hansard
decided what to) print and what not to
print. This was a result of the determi-
nation of the Government to effect
ec.onomies in every department. Probably
most members would join with him in
saying they would rather not have
Hlansard printed. At times references
to it had awkward results. But let us
have the work done properly or not at all.
If it were a question of the aholition of
Hansard, he (Mr. Wallace) would emiploy
a man to report his own speeches, and
then what he said would be reported.
Notwithstanding the kindness of Press
and Mansard reporters in editing his
speeches, if be could abolish both he
would do so. He would employ one to
report his own words. Then we could
see on reference to member's speeches
what they said.

Tun TEansuanu: The hon. member
might have discussed this when we were
on the item "MHansard staff."

Ma. WALLACE: Things 'were a bit
rushed at the beginning. In regard to
printing, after the admission of the
Treasurer, it was evident the hon. gentle-
ma~n had not brought about the reorgani-
sation he had hoped to achieve. We
had been enduring all this confusion
during the last two or three sessions.
We had several times been short of Bills,
and even now probably there were not
half-a-dozen spare copies about the
House; and as to Estimates lie believed
every member was limited to one copy.
This economy by the Treasurer might
have a bad result, and he knew the hon.
gentleman had been urged to this economy
by the Premier.

THE: TREASURER:- Whilst perfectly
willing to tear his. own faults, he had
not a, word to say as to what bills or
number of Bills and what documents
should come down to the House. He
did, he believed, miake a suggestion that
a number of people were getting too

miany copies; but the late Speaker drew
1his attention to the fact that hie (the
Minister) had nothing whatever to do
with what printed matter should be
brought to the House, that the Speaker
controlled the whole of the printing for
this House, and that though he (the
Treasurer) was the nominal head of I he
Printing Departmient this had nothing
whatever to do with him.

MR. WALLACE: The Premier could
not say that, because he gave instructions
about Mansard.

THE PRsusna: No instructions had
been given by him about Hansard.

THE TREASIUiLFR: The hon. mem-
ber suggested the giving out of certain
work, but there was this difficulty, that
so far as regarded the Printing Office hie
could not get any local expert here,
because they were anxious to get work
outside;- consequently so) far aS that
object was concerned the question really
had been that of outside wages and out-
side privileges, or inside wages and inside
privileges. The Arbitration Court set-
tled one case, and the point he (the
Minister) put before the House was
whether we ought not to have all the
employees on the same basis.

Mn. CON NOR must record his opinion
that the Mansard staff here consisted of
an excellent lot of gentlemen, and that
their work was well done. lie miust also
express his appreciation of the Press, for
the reporters very rarely made mnistakes
in regard to sonmc memb~ers, because they
did not report those members at all.

MR. GORDON : The Treasurer ad-
mitted there was a good deal of dissatis-
faction in the Printing Department, and
he attributed it to the fact that some
were inside men and some outside men,
inside men being under the Civil Service
Act. The remedy for this was to give

ithe men under the Civil Service Act
three months' notice to) leave, and let
them go or stay on. Still, they should
be fairly dealt with, and if they were
under the Act they were entitled to be

jtreated accordingly.

Item-Extra labour, £8,500:
Mn. CONNOR asked for informa-

tion.
THE TREASURER : The atmount

down last year was £10,000, of which
£9,572 was spent. The amount down

(ASSEMBLY.] Hansard Printing.
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this year was £28,500. There were, lie
thought, 120 men.

Vote put and passed.

Miscellaneous Services £128,687 14s.:

Item- Cottage-by.the-SeaConvalescent
Home, £ for.£ towards upkeep, £250:-

MR.. WALLACE : Had the Govern-
ment entered into an obligation to make
this vote a perpetual one ?

THE PREMIER: NO,
MR. WALLACE: This would be the

last vote?
THE PREMIER: Not necessarily the

last ; it had to come before Parliament
every year.

MR. WALLACE: It was not right
that we should be asked to pass votes of
this sort. We had at Cottesloc a con-
valescent home and he did not remember
seeing on the Estimates a vote in aid of
that. He wJas told that the eon valescent
home at Cottesice was run on almost
strictly business lines by several resi-
dents in that locality and Perth. We
found a lot of ladies, belong-ing to the
W.C.T.U. probably, banding together to
sart an institution of this sort-the
Cottage-by-the-Sca Convalescent Home,
Sailors' Home, or something tlse-and
they went away and left on the State the
obligation of carryin on those institu-
tions. We had on the list now a number
of institutions. It would be hetter if
these people were made to understand
that these institutions were to be self-
supporting. We could not call them
self-supporting by giving these grants.
He moved that the item be struck
out.

THE TREASURER: This institution
received a pound for pound subsidy,
which showed that some people wer
raising subscriptions, and were satisfied
the institution had a good object. Cer-
tainly it relieved the State to some extent.
The vote was £2500 last year; but this
year it was £250.

MR. TAYLOR: Did the institution
receive pound for pound on the actual
monoy raised ?

THr PREMIER: - Yes.
Amendment negatived and the item

passed.

Item-Boulder, home for friendless
women, £100:

MR. CONNOR: Did the Premier
intend the sitting to go on all night? If
so there would be trouble.

Tar PREMIER would accept the trouble.
He could not let two or three miembers
control the House.

Mn, CONNOR: The Premier had
not been in the Chamber very long
during the evening, and only camne in
and tried to disturb it. What was this
item for ?

TaE TREASURER: This was a
subsidy to a Home for Women at
Boulder. The W.C.T.U. had raised a
good deal .of money for the home, and
this subsidy was the outcome of a promise
made by thie late Mr. Leake when he was
at Boulder.

MR. CozNioa did not object to the
rote, but wanted to know to whom the
money was to be paid.

THE M1INISTER FOR LANDS: The
ladies of tihe W.O.T.U. in the first place
found a lot of money to erect the
premises before appealing for assistance.
They had worked hard and long-, and
had made considerable sacrifices to raise
the funds for the institution, and very
encouraging reports of the work they
were doing wero received.

Item-Shortage in cash account, late
Land Agent, York, £2 8s.:-

MR. WALLACE:- Would the Treasurer
expl'ain the shortage of cash in the police
account, Cue, amounting to £4A3 11s. 3d. ?
There seemed to be nothing to recoup
the difference between the total amount
and the amount already paid back last
year.

THE TREASURER: The total defici-
ency had not been arrived at previously,
but now the matter was d;osed.

Item-Glasgow Exhibition, £100:-
Ma. WALLACE: Was there any in-

tention to be represented at the St. Louis
Exhibition ?

THE PFma~n: No.
Vote put and passed.

Government Stores (no items under this
head).

These completed the votes for the
department.

COLON1IA-L SECRETARY'S DEPARTMENT
(Hon. Walter Kingsmifl, M1inister).

[18 DECEMBER, 1903.]Annual Estimates.
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Postponed vote-Educaion, Xl136,230:

[11-20 o'clock; MR. POULKES in the
Chair.]

MaR. PJGOTT moved that progress be
reported.

Motion put, and a division taken with
the following result:-

Ayes ... ... ... 8

Noes .. ... ... 19

Majority against ... 11
Arts. NOE.

Mr. Atkins Mr. Bath
Mr. Con..or Mr. Burs
Mr. Jacoby Mr. flaglish
Mr. Morn Mr. Diamond
Mr. Pigott Mr. Ewing
Dir. Ilo Mr. Ferso

Mr. Ye erton Mr. Garier
Mr. Thomn. (TeOr). Dir. Gordon

Mr. Gregor
Mr, Hasti
Mr. Haywr
Mr. HoImes
Mr. Hopkins
3Ir. James
Mr. Oats
Mr. Boso
Mr. Wallace
Mr. Walter
Dir. Highuam (Tuer).

Mot-ion thus negatived.
MR. PIGrOTT: The Opposition bad

been accused of obstruction. [THE
PREMIER: Hear, hear.] Last night the
Opposition allowed a Bill to pass through
without criticism, which was unknown in
the history of any Parliament, and this
was all the thanks we got. This evening
there was an item before the Committee
which might have been debated for 24
hours, and at his (Mr. Pigott's) sugges.
tion it was postponed. This again wats
the return we got.

MR. MORAN asked for information as
to ihe working of the technical school.

THEs PREMIER; That would be given
when dealing with the vote "Technical
Education."

MR. MORAN: The Premier was rather
unfair in his remarks to-night on
secondary education. He (Mr. Msoran)
now drew attention to the state of the
House.

THE CHAIRMAN: The late Speaker
had decided, following the House of Comn-
mous practice, that if he was satisfied the
number of members in the precincts of
the House was sufficient, he would not
take notice of a statement that a quorum
was not present. A few minutes ago a
division showed 8 Ayes and 19 Noes;
therefore it was unnecessary to ring the
bells.

MR. MORAN: The rule and the cus-
tomn was that the discretion of the Chair
should not be exercised until attention
bad been repeatedly called to the absence,
of a quorum. The Education De-
partments of the Eastern States had
suffered like other departments from re-
trenchment, proving that though those
States had not initiated secondary educa-
tion the burden of primary education
alone was too heavy; for extravagance in
other departments there made it necessary
to starve the Education Department,
especially by cutting down to miserable
pittances the salaries of country teachers.
In this State the Premier would have
been wiser had he put before the electors
his secondary education proposals, ob.
tained their opinion, and then passed
a resolution or brought in an en-
abling Bill to establish secondary schools
in different piarts of the country.
He did not aaree with the Premier that
it was the duty of the State to take a
child from the kindergarten to the
umiversity. If we were to have a
university in Perth large enough to
accommodate all the State children of
Western Australia. the premises would
cover about ten acres. Surely we could
not propose to bring all the children of
the State to Perth for secondary educa-
tion; therefore it would be necessary to
build secondary schools in other places.
What would it cost to entablish, a system
of secondary education in all parts of the
State? He much regretted the Govern-
ment should see fit, after wbal had been
done in the last three days, to rush these
Estimates on as they had been doing to-

Inight. He had only spoken three times
in the last three days, and never for
longer than ten minutes; and he adopted
this course with the specific idea of
helping the Government through before
Christmas. The Government might, he

Ithought, have postponed the considera-
tion of this vote until Monday. He did
not think the report to the Minister for

I Education had been read. [Extracts
read at length from annual Report of
Education Department, the member
making occasional comments] 'Ihere
had been an increase of 2,217 iii the
number receiving primary education, and
he thought the cost per head was about
£4 odd, so there was an increase in the

1 rdinary annuual charge of about £ 10,000
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He supposed that was without buildings
and other services. The report said
'- This is a larger increase than in the
previous year." If there was a. larger
increase last. year than the year before, it
meant that next year there would be a
larger increase than there had been this
year, thus agin increasing the charges
on the revenue. He did not want us to
come to the stage in Western Australia
when it would be incumbent upon the
Treasurer to report to Parliament that
he would have to do as had been
done by Treasurers in the Eastern
States, cut down to starvation point theI naveducation vote in this State.

Raig continued.] That the daily
attendance amounted to 18,500 out of a
total of 23,000 children on the rolls spoke
volumes for the enthusiasm of the parents
in Western Australia in taking advantage
of the opportunities offered for educating
their children. [Reading continued.]
The ordinary natural standard of increase
would go on steadily while our prosperity
lasted. It was during the December
months that the attendance showed a
decrease, because in the agricultural dis-
tricts children wVeeengaged in harvesting,
and because many parents took their
children to the Eastern States. One was
glad to know, however, that the employ-
ment of youing children in harvesting in
this'State was decreasing, and that the
conditions of the. metropolis and coastal
towns were being im proved so that parents
need not now take their children out of
the State at Christmas. The Metropolitan
Water Supply and Sewerage Bill, which
theOpposition had helped to pass through,
would improve the conditions of the city.
[R~eading continued.] There were 2.205
hired or temporary schools. What were
these temporary premises, and when
would they be got rid ofF

Tax TREASURER: They would .1)0 re-
placed hy permanent Schools.

Ma. MORAN: That wats not sufficient
information.

THE TREASURER: Fuller information
could not be supplied immediately.

[12 o'clock midnight.]
MR. MORAN: Although the Govern-

ment were try' ing to force these items
through the Committee no Minister
knew anything about this item. [Read-

igcontinued.] As far as most of the
buildings in Western Australia wecre con-

cerned, it was true they were substantial,
but there were buildings in the country
which were not comfortable or a pleasure
to work in. [Reading continued.]

POINT OF ORDER-RULING.

MR. PIGOTT: A quorum should be
present.

TaE CHAIRMAN: Attention was called
to the State of the House ten minutes
ago.

MR. MORAN: But no notice was taken
of it.

TaE CHAIRMAN: No; it Iwas not
proposed to do so.

Ma. MtoRAN: Not at all to-night?
MR. PIGOTT moved that the ruling of

the Chairman be not agreed to.
[Bells rung.]
Ma. MORAN: There was no occasion

for an appeal now, for the Chairman
having called for a quorum, the point
would not now lie.

THE SPEAKER (after the Chairman
had stated the case): I do not think any
ruling has been given, so far as I know,
that it is within the discretion of the
Chairman to refuse to call for a quorum
unless it has been indicated by the
Speaker previously. On this occasion the
correct procedure would have been to
have acquainted the Speaker, and if lie
thought there was any indication of
obstructive tactics it would have been for
him to say so. The initiative should have
been from the Speaker, not the Chair-
man.

DISCUSSION RESUMED.

THE CHAIRM4AN, The member for
West Perth could proceed. There was a
quorum present.

MR. MORAN: When interrupted, lie
was reading the second paragraph of the
Education Report. [Reading continued.]
The increase in buildings was a very good
one. The re-opening of 20 schools during
the 'year was not bad. The hulk of the
new schools he presumed would he on the
goldfields where the big increase of settle-
ment was taking place. Permanent
school buildings should not he erected
on temporary goldfields.

.MR. PIGOTT called attention to the
state of the House.

DIRECTION AS TO A qUORUM.

TaE SPEAKER (having been called
in) said: A quorum is now present. As
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there is certainly a quorum on the pre-
mises, the Chairman is not now obliged
to call the Speak-er's attention to the
absence of a quorum in the Chamber, as
attention is being drawn to the absence
of a quorum for the purpose of delaying
business.

DISCUSSION RESUMED.

Ma. MORAN (continuing to read from
the Report, with occasional comments) :
What would happen to the Education
vote if the Federal Parliament decided
to rob us of £400,000 a year of customs
revenue'? The general civil service and
education officers in particular must feel
the pruning-knife. [Reading continued.]
In schools ventilation was not everything
if it consisted in admitting hot desert
air. Witness the ventilation in Kalgoorlie
during the recent cyclone. Insufficient
attention was paid to the comfort of the
children, as well as to this important
vote. He moved that the Chairman do
leave the Chair.

Motion put, and a division taken with
the following reslt-

Ayes . . .

Noes .. .. .. 19

11

A

Arts. NOS.
Mr. Atkins Mr. Bath
Ir. Connor Mr. Borges

lMt. Jacobay Its. Daglish
Mr. Moran Mr. Diamond
Mr. Pigott Mr. Ewing
Mr. Taylor Mr. FErso'Ir Thomas Mr.: U .ror
&Ir. Yelverton (Teller). Mr. Gordon

Mr. Gregory
Mry Mastic
Mr. Hayward
Mr. Holmes
Mr. Hopkins
31r. Jame
Mr. Oats
Mr. lin
Mr. Wallace
Mr. Walter
Mr. Higham (Teller).

Motion tims negatived.

M1OTION FOR CLOSURE.

THE PR EMIER:- Inmove-
That the question be now put.

-Ma. THiOMAS: WVhat question ?
THE PREMIER: The question of the

whole vote.
SEVERAL MIEMBERS: Chair! Chair!
Tan CHAIRMAN: The motion is that

the House do now divide.
MR. THOMAS:. What on, sirF
Tu E CHAIRMAN: The subject for dis-

cussion is the Education vote, according

to the records of the House, £136,230.
Since then a motion has been tabled
"That the House do now divide."

MR. CONNOR: Is this any particular
item ?

THE CHAIRMAN : The subject for dis-
cussion was the vote for education, I
am dealing with the whole vote,

MR. CONNOn: You cannot do that.
TE PREMIER: Chair!
THE CHAIRMAN: According to the

records of the House, the question is
whether this vote on "Education,
£136,230," shall be passed.

Ma. THOMAS: I protest, sir.
Mn. CosNon: I would be delighted to

disrus.s it.
THE PREMIrER: There cannot he any

discussion.
Tnst CHAIaRMAN - There cannot be any

discussion.
MR. CotNqoaR: I think there i.3 too

muc(h heat in this discussion. In my
opinion it would be against all-

THE CHrAIRMAN: Under the Standing
Orders no discussion can take place on
a mnotion " That the House do now
divide."

MR. THOMAS: Do we take the whole
thing en bloc ?

THE CHAIRMAN: I have nothing to do
with that.

MIR, PIG OTT: t want your ruling direct.
I am not going to question it in any way;
I do not wish to throw any disrespect on
the Chair; but I. want to know whether,
if you put the question as you are putting
it now, that will prevent debate on any
particular item of the Education vote.
That is all I want to know.

THE CHAIRMAN:, As I have said before,
the question we have had under discus-
sion is the vote for Education, £186,230.
The member for East Perth has proposed
a motion "That the House do now
divide." Standing Order 161 says, " The
House shiall vote on the question before
it without farther debate or amendment."
If this is carried-of course I do not
know whether it will becarried-perhaps
the hon. member will adjourn his ques-
tion till we know whether this motion
will be carried ?

MxR. PIGOTT: I would like the opinion
of -

THE PREMIER: The whole vote will be
carried, Lb en.

[ASSEMBLY.] Motionfor Closure,
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MR. PIGOorr: I think my question can
fairly be asked. 1 ask you, sir, in the
most, courteous manner possible, if you
will give me your advice in this mnatter.
I just simply want your ruling about
this question. I wish to know whether,
if this motion is put now and cardied,
that will prevent any future discussion
of these itemns? I would like to point
out to you that none of these items has
yet been discussed by the Committee.

Munwai: One.
MR. THomas:- Not one.
THE CHAIRMAN: If this motion is

carried, no discussion can take place
upon the whole vote or any particular
item.

Ma. THOMAS: That is a most unheard
of procedure.

Turn CHAIRMAN: Order! order!
MR. CONNOR: Thea. what is the good

of putting the items on the Estimates
for discussion?

THE PREMIER: Please, put the U1otion.
It cannot be debated.

MR. THOMAS: I enter my protest
against it in the most emnlihatlc language.
I will not have it.

TBCHAIRMAN: The question is that
the House do now divide.

MaL. CON NOR-_ Before yon put that-I
think the hon. member for Etat Perth
ought to be quiet-I want to disagree
with your ruling.

Tan ECHAIRMAN:- On what pointY
MR. CON NqOR: On the point that we

cannot discuss any item, and I would ask
the House to decide that.

Motion (that the question be now put)
put, and passed on the voices.

Mu. Tuiozts: Divide!1
TaEn PREwM: Only one voice.
MR. THOMAS:. There was another voice

(indicating 1)l r. Pigott) for No. My*
voice was so nmuch stronger that it
drowned his. (To the Premier -. Don't
start that ga'me. Do you think I will
allow anything of the sort to go "nl in this
country, I . will not allow it. I

Tn~ Picsazza: Quite light. Don't
You allow it.

Ma. THOMAS: I will not al low it. I ain
absolutely disgusted with the Premier.
[Interjection b 'y the Pitvmna] Whate
I Will give you " what" directly. If you
start on this sort of business we will soon

see where you are. We do not wanlt the
New South Wales style here; but if it is
necessary we will have it. This is the
thickest thing I bare ever known. The
Premier will be ashamed to-morrow
morning.

MR. MORAN:' It is no use. It is the
first time a vote has been taken en bloc in
this Chiamber; but the country will be
able to judge. They are the masters of
the situation.

Division taken with the following
result.

Ayes
Noes

Majority for

ArES.
Mr. Dances
Mr. Diamond
Mr. Ewing
Mr. Ferguson
Mr. Gardiner
Mr. Gordon
Mr, Gregory
Mr. Hayward
Mr. Holmesp
Mr. Hopins
Mr. James
Mr. Oats
Mr. Bacon
Mr. Wallace
Mr. Walter
Mr. Higham (Tetter).

... .. ... 16

... .. ... 9

7

NOES.
Mr. Connor
Mr. Dagliah
Mr. Jacoby
Mr. Moran
Mr. Figott
Mr. TsMyor
Mr. 0 noas
Mr. Xelverton
Mr. Atkins (T'ler).

Motion thus passed that the question
be now put.

MR. THOMAS:- Now what are we going
to do ? kre we going to put the Esti-
mates en bloc?

THEm PREMIER: I must ask the Chair-
man to take notice of the conduct of the
member for Dundas, if he continues
in it.

N u.T~toMAS: If the Premier continues,
I must, ask that his words he taken down.
I am entitled to have that done. I will
take the same privileges as the Premier.

THE TREASURER: We have stood a
good deal from the hon. member.

Mu. THiOMAS: We haLve Stood , jolly
sight more from the Plremier.

MaL, JACO-BY - The Treasurer should
not pour kerosene on the fire.

Question (thatt the Education vote,
£136,230, do stand as printed) put, and
a division taken with the following
result:

Ayes
Noes

Majorit,y fur ... .. 9

[18 Dwcmm, 1903.]Annual Estimates.
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Are. NOES.
Mr. ures Mr. Connor
Mr. Dogsh Mr. Jecoby
Mr. Diamoand Mr. Mo.a
Mr. Ewing Mr. Pigott
Mr. Ferguson Mr. Taylo
Mre. Gardiner Mr. ThomU
31r. Gordon Mr. YeI,ertou
Mr. Gregory Mr. Atkins (Totter).
Mr. Haywa
Mr. Holtees
Mr. Hopkins
Mr: Jnneos
mr. Oats
Mr. Rason
Mr. Wallace
Mr. Walter
.lr. High=m (Toile).

Vote thus passed.
This completed the votes for

Colonial Secretary's Department.
the

[12-40 o'clock, a.m.]

CONTENTION ON MINES ESTIMATES.

MINES DEPARTMENT (Hon. E.Gregory,
Minister).

Vote-Mines Generally, .£31,324 8s.
Id.

MR. PIGOTT rose to speak.
SEVERAL MEMBERS: Let the Minister

speak.
Me. PIGOTT: I understand the Min-

ister does not wish to speak.
THE MINISTER FOIR MINES: Go ahead.
MR. MORAN: I move that the ques-

ti010 be now put.
Mn. PIGOTT: Can that motion be

taken i I had the floor.
MR. MORAN: That being the case, I

withdraw my mfotion.
MR. FGOTT: T ask that my words be

taken down.
MR. THOMAS: I move that the hon.

member's words he taken down. I have
a right to do so.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: The hon.
member can ask that they be taken
down.

M1n. THOMAS: Well, I ask that the
words of the leader of the Opposition be
taken down.

IfuI. PIG OTT: The Premier need not
be afraid. There will be nothing offensive
in what I say- . The public, as well as the
Committee, will understand the action of
the Government during the last two
hours ill this Committee when they
know that the Education vote was put
through en bloc and that the Mines vole
is also to hie put through en, bloc. When
we consider what has taken place in our
Law Courts within the last few dayvs, we
canl throughly understand why it is the

IGovernment are so anxious to prevent
any discussion whatever on the Estimates.
There can be no other complexion put on
this matter, for there can be no reason
wvhatever for the action of the~overnment,
except this one reason I have stated. The
action of the Opposition this evening in
regard to the Estimates, just as it will be
in regard to the Mines Estimates, has been
one of ordinary criticism, with the full
intention of assisting the Government
to pass the Estimates; and the Minister
for Works and the Treasurer I am certain
are quite in accord. with this statement.
Though the Opposition have keen aeused
of obstruction, I would like to remind
the Minister for Works of the passage of
the Water Supply and Sewerage Bill,
which was passed through this Corn-
mittee in a few minutes, whereas if the
Opposition wished to obstruct, that Bill
would have taken six weeks to pass.

THE: MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
country wants the Bill, I presumeP

ME. PIGOTT: Now, though we haye
come to the Estimates of the Afines
Department, one of the most important
departments in the State, and have other
items on these Estimates to put through
and important Bills to consider, I pro-
pose, as a protest against the action of
the Government, to ask every member
who sits on this (Opposition) side of the
House to withdraw from the Chamber for
the remainder of the session. That is the
action I deemt fit to take, and I shall rely
on the people of Western Australia to say
whether in their opinion I have done the
right thing, and to give directly to the
Government themselves at the next
general election their opinion of the
action of the Government this evening.

[M.Pigott, followed by members
stigon the direct Opposition benches,

also by Mr. Moran and Mr. Connor
(cross-benches), then retired from the
Chamber.]

Tas MINISTER FOR MINES: Be-
fore the leader of the Opposition with-
draws -

OPPOSITION MEMBERS (speaking from
end of gangway while retiring): We
don't want to hear von.

THE MINISTERi: I can quite under-
stand the member for West Perth and
the leader of the Opposition. I am fullv'
satisfied that the leader of the Opposition
has stated what is ab.4olutely false when
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he said that the desire of the Government
was to try and but-k comment in regard
to the Estimates of the Mines Depart-
ment.. It was not the desire of the
Government to bark any argument with
regard to these Estimates, nor did the
Government for a single moment desire
that these Estimates should go through
without the fullest discus8sion.

MR. TAYLOR: At one o'clock in the
morning!

THE MINISTER : The member for
Mt. Margaret gets up- item after itemn
and wants to know all1 about the school at
Ealla Balla, and where other schools
are, and tries to waste the time of the
House.

Mat. TAYLOR: On a point of order, isthe Minister justified in accusing me of
asking about Balla Ealla school, when I
did not ask such a question? It was
the member for Mount Magnet who
asked it.

THE CHAIRMAN: I must remind the
Minister that the subject of discussion
is the Mines vote and not the Education
vote.

THiE MINISTER:t I only desired to
say that the motion that this vote be- put
en birc came from the mnember for West
Perth. -The Government have no desire
to hut-k discussion by political triclkery-
and dirty proceedings as adopted by some
members of this House. I say I for one
resent anything of the sort, and want the
fullest discussion on these Estimates. I
wouldl like every member to discuss* the
Estimates.

MR. MoRAN (who had re-entered the
Chamber): Just before I leave, I would
ask the Minister for Mines to withdraw
the words " dirty proceedizigs."

THE MINISTER: Perhaps the hon.
member thinks it was a little bit " oily."

MR. MoRAN: I resent and call for the
withdrawal of the words" "dirty proceed-
in".s

THe CuAIixtN: As applied to whom?
MR. Moi: Gentlemen on this (Op-

position) side, of whom I am one.
THrE OwrRNu: Nothing shouild he

said in this House-
Tuig MINISTER FOR. MINES: I

wish to withdraw the remark, and substi-
tute the word " oily."

MR. MoRAn: That suits the Ministry
mvch helter.

THaE MINISTER: The"1 wily " remarks.
perhaps. I would like to deal wvith mny
Estimates, with the object of trying to
invite discussion. In dealing with the
Mining Bill, we have had a full risumd
of matters pertaining to mining. A good
deal has been said about the administra-
tion of the Mines Department, and I
thought it would be best if we had some
criticism of the working of the depart-
ment and I would then be able to reply
to any criticism brought forward. I had
intended to make some remarks in con-
nection with the recent action, but when
I inform the House that the matter is
enSb judice, as I have applied to the Court
for a rehearing of the came in the nature
of an appeal to the Full Court, I think it
would be impropeir for me to make any
remarks on that subject, I think it was
bad form for those who I do not think
are opposed to me personally, hut who
are opposed to the Government politically,
to perform the political trick they did to-
night. I think a large amount of discredit
is thrown on those who went out of the
Chamber without listening to what I have
to say in explanation. The object of the
Government is to try to end the session
before Christmas. We want to push
through the Estimates, and I want mem-
bers to discuss the items. If members
like I am prepared to oxplain the work-
ing of my department, the savings that
I claim to have made, and other remarkis
generally about the administration of the
department. I thought first of all it
would be better to listen to the criticisms
of members, and then reply to ay charges
which they liked to make as to adrminis-
trati on. I await with pleasure any criti-
cism in regard to the matters on the
Estimates, and I shall take very great
care that an opportunity is given to the
leader or' the Opposition and others who
I say took an action just now that
savoured to me personally of very great
unfairness, and I shall give an oppor-
ttmity for the discussion which they tried
to avoid. to-night. I hope other memubers
will discuss the Mines Estimates to see
if some better administration can be
adopted, or to point out where faults have
occurred in the past, so that they can he
rectified.

THE MIFNISTER 'FOR WORKS:- I
cannot help saying that the country will
view with disgust the action taken by

Annual RoUmates; [18 DECEMBER, 1903,j
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some members of the House this evening.
The Minister for Mines did not attempt
in any way to burk discussion on the
Estimates. There has been no attempt
to evade the discussion on a single item.
The question which was submitted camne
from. the other side of the House and
not from the Government aide, and the
remarks of the members of the House
who left the Chamber saying they "did
not want to hear you." addressed to my
colleague the Minister for Mines, must
he taken to be a deliberate insult. I
venture to say that the Minister for
Mines has the confidence of the majority
of the people of the country. They are
satisfied that the administration of his
department has been honest and fair,
and that he has been actuated by only,
one desire throughout, the desire to
do his duty to this country. That
is the feeling of the country at large,
and I am sure it is the feeling
of his colleages in the Ministry. An
insult to him is an insult to every one of
us. If the conduct of members ;who left
the House to-night is to be taken to
mean that he is not fit to hold his
position in the Ministry, then I am
voicing the opinions of every member of
the Ministry when [ say that if he is not
fit to hold a position in the Ministry
neither is any one of us. If blame is
attached to him it is attached equally to)
every member in the Ministry, and on
behalf of the Ministry I resent it. I
will not waste more words. I resent
with all the force at my command the
insult offered to the Minister for Mines
and to every member of the present
Ministry.

MR. tmYoa: ]Brought on themselves.
[General discussion ensued on mines

administration and estimates.]
Nit. HASTIE: One must regret what

occurred to-night at the time when we
were about to discuss the Mines E'sti-
mates. Not having been present when
all the rumpus occurred, he could not
express an opinion on what was done,
but from what he knew he could not help
feeling that the gentlemen who left the
Chamber did not leave it on account of
having any fault to find with the
administration of the Mines Department,
for all must admit that we had never
heard, publicly or privately, any word to

lead us to believe that there was any
fault to find. It was the consideration
of other items.

MR. TAYLOR: Other actions.
MR. RASTIE: N~o doubt it was the

action of members. Other items were
under consideration. It was a pity that
any difference of opinion should take
pla~e.

Mn. TAYLOR: It was not a pity, but
an insult to the intelligence of Western
Australia.

Mu. HASTIE:- The public could judge
as to what was right. He was giving his

opiion. If what had been done on
the Government. side was an insult to
the intelligence of the people of West
Australia, no doubt the people of West
Australia would have an opportunity of
expressing their opinions on that matter.
If the people of West Australia, thought
that members were sent to Parliament
to deliberately obstruct the business and
not allow business to be done, the people
would have a chance to-

MR. TAYLOR: Subside.
MR. HASTIE: Was the member in

order in asking him to subside?
THE CHAIRMAN: The hon. member, he

was sure, would withdraw the word.
MRs. TAYLOR: If it was out of order

he withdre w it, but it was the first time
he had thought it unparliamentary.

THE CHAIRMAN:- It was not an expres-
sion ono member should use towards
another.

Ma. TAYLOR: Was the member for
Kaxiowna. in order in using the words
"deliberately obstructing "?

TER CHAIRMAN had listened with care,
and the hon. member did not use the
word "1wilful."

Mu. TAYLOR: The Minister said
"deliberate obstruction."

Mn. HASTIE: What he had said
was that if members came here to
deliberately Obstruct the proceedings of
the House, the people of this country
would have an opportunity of expressing
their opinion upon it. He desired to say
a. word of two about the ines Depart-
ment generally. He had no particular
fault to find with that department,
although many things had been done
which. he bad thought might have been
better done in another way. The whole
department seemed to have been managed
fairly well, in fact better than ever

(ASSEMBLY.) mines Vote.
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before in the State. On looking over
the Estimates the general expenses of the
department were not increased, at any
rate they were not increased on account
of what appeared to be the stupid system
of crediting to the expenditure such
items as the purchase of ore and also
refunds to owners of tailings.

TuE MINISTERt won Mis: That was
not done this year.

MR. HASTIE Said lie was glad it had
been remedied. That was one of the
results of the amended Audit Bill we had
lpassed. If these items had not been
credited in the past, the Mines Estimates
would have been considerably reduced,
and we should have been able to see at a,
glance at the Estimates whether this was
a paying branch of the department or not,
and to what extent the branch was paying,
The fact of the Mines Department having
done well was due in a large measure to
the fact that the minin~g industry was an
increasing industry. Hardly had any
branch of mining gone down. Alluvial
mining, he regretted, had gone down, but
we had always to remember that alluvial
mining in every country was a temporary
industry, but we bad the consolation that
it always was the harbiniger of the more
solid and lasting industry of quarts
mining. The general working of the
department was made easy'by the increase
in the mining industry, which seemed to
have been on the whole well conducted.
The departmeut had been carried on very
well, although we bad heard of some
things which were not satisfactory to
everyone. WP should always remember
that we had in this State mining ground
to five or six times greater extent than
thle mining ground of any other country
in the world. Our mines were vry much
scattered, and although the conditons of
wining differed in various localities, there
was nothing to place our finger on that
we could seriously regret. As regarded
the department itself, he would briefly
take the opportunity of mentioning one
or two matters which had occurred to him
in looking over the Estimates. He found
the Minister for Mines recommended
increases in salaries to various officers,
but hecould not learn from the Estimates%
whether the increases were to the more
humble positions. It was to be hoped
the Minister had not forgotten the lower
rade officers in giving increaes.

THE MINISTER: A statement would be
made as to that.

[1 o'clock, am.]

MR. HASTIE: The accountant and
chief clerk were down for increases, also
the chief draughtsman, and as there was
a large number of officers drawing less
than £300 a year and some less than
£200 a year, it was to be hoped these
officers shared in the general prosperity
in the department. One item he had
been unable to understand. Why was
there a typographical printer in the
department paid at the rate of £160?
The Treasurer found it difficult to deal
'with the Government Printing Office;
but it would be still more difficult to
tackle the printer for the Mines Depart-
ment. All would rejoice at the provision
for mining schools, one of which had
recently been established at Kalgoorlie.
When the Coolgardie School of Mines
was proposed he (Mr. Hastie) said it
would be a failure; hut its establishment
seemed coincident with a considerably
increased prosperity of town and neigh-
bourhood, and from a comparatively
small population resulted a comparatively
large number of scholars ; hence his
estimate was erroneous. He congratu-
lated the people of Coolgardie, on the
success of the school, and hoped equal
success would attend the Kalgoorlie
institution, which would then be highly
beneficial to mnining, especially to mining
on the Boulder elt. For salaries of
officials purchasing copper ore at Phillips
River X2.025 was provided, and an
additional sum for purchase money.
This experiment was undertaken because
the value of the ore was great, and
facilities for establishing private extrac-
tion works were meagre. Moreover, it
was at times impossible to float a come-
pany to mine for copper. He hoped this
system would be successful, and the pre-
cursor of a prosperous mining field. We
must, however, remember that copper,
unlike gold, fluctuated greatly in value,
and for, say, two-thirds of a period of 10

yers must beworked unprofitably; but
the Ministrs plucky experiment de-
served success. He (Mr. Hastie) hoped
the establishiment, of new State batteries
was justified, and that greater care would
he exercised in granting future batteries,
not giving them to people who made the
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greatest outery, though in some instances
they bad not sufficient ore at grass. It
was well that the Goldfields Water Supply
Department had been transferred from
Works to Mines; not that the former
department did not do the work well, but
because the Mines were always in close
touch with goldfields requirements. thus
saving circumlocution. The vote for the
development of mining, £7,000, could
be better discussed on the Loan Estimates.
Concerning it neither those nor these
Estimates gave details; in fact, it was
impossible for the Minister to indicate
exactly how he would spend the money,
as this must be leftb to the Judgment of
his officers. Hitherto there had been no
P~nous complaint, and none would grudge
the vote if it resulted, as it generally
had, in benefit to the industry. In the
Geological Surveys Department was an
increase of £700. It went without sav-
ing that we must have geological experts
to record the progress of mining and
advise as to what might be expected from
different parts of the country. One need
not dwell on the Explosives and
Analytical Department. As these Mines
Estimates ought to be fully discussed,
better adjourn the debate rather than
pass them at this early hour. The
Estimates w.ere apparentl y satisfactory;
and he hoped the administration would
continue to improve.

Mu. OATS regretted to see so many
empty' Opposition seats during a dis-
cussion on this most important of all
departments. Mining had made Western
Australia, and was now only in its
infancy. As a mniner of life-long ex-
perience. he complimented the Minister
on baring done better than any preceding
head of the Mines Department. These
Estimates should be postponed and
thoroughly discussed.

THv M INISTE R: Perhaps if he dealt
more particularly with the work of the
department, some criticism might be
forestalled.

MR. TAYLOR: A pity the Minister did
not say that before so many Oppositionists
left the Chamber.

THE MINISTER: Such an insult as
was thrown out by Opposition members
was not anticipated by him. He did not
want any interruptions from the bon.
member interjec-ting, nor dlid he care for
his friendship. He (the Minister) could

fairly claim that he bad the confidence of
mine managers, of investors, andof miners.
There had been, so far as the capitalist
was concerned, an absolute freedom frm
that system of favouritismn which, he said
it wit regret, existed in the past. At
the same time there had been a feeling
on the part of the men that so far as the
inspection of mines was concerned far
greater interest was being shown in
relation to that work, and that it was
compulsory on mining managers to com-
ply to a far greater extent than ever
before with the Mines Regulation Act.
He. regretted he was not able this year
to bring in an amendment of that Act.
He would have done so had not the
Machinery Bill been thrown out by the
Upper House. Had that Bill been
passed, he would have considered it his
duty to bring in the amendments he
promised , but as the Bill was thrown out
there was only one reason for bringing in
an amending Bill, that being in relation
to fortnightly pays, and he did not think
it necessary for him to do so at this late
stage of the session, more especially as
he intended very shortly to appoint a
commission to deal more particularly
with the question of the sanitation and
ventilation of our mines. That was a
matter which needed a great deal of
consideration, and that, with the question
of tribute, would be laid before the
mining people, so that before the next
session the department could be fully
seized not only of the desires of the
mine-owners and mine-workers in relation
to the Mines Regulation Act, but also
the very important question of tributing
on our goldfields. He had noticed in
the Press some criticism of the very
large increase iu the expenditure of the
Mines Department. Those strong c-riti-
cisms would be justified if that expendi-
ture were due to the administration
of the department, but last Year the
Estimates for the Mines Dep~artment
showed that the amiount voted was
£123,000; and the amount spent was
£125,000; whilst this year the Esti-
mates provided for an expenditure of
£191,000. That was altogether exclu-
sive of the Loan Estimates which were
now being placed under the control
of the Mines Department, and would
bring the expenditure of the Mines
Department to over £250,000. Although
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the department did this extra work, the
administrative costs were considerably
reduced. The Mines Department now
controlled all the receipts and expenditure
of the mines water supply, the explosives
and geological, and then there was
increased work with regard to our bat-
teries and also the loan vote; that was
for the development of mining; yet the
cost of administration was a great deal
less this year than it had been in past
Years. this did not include the School
of Mines, nor temporary labour, nor con-
tingency batteries. As we kept increasing
the number of batteries. the cost of labour
and contingencies-that was, supplies for
the batteries-must keep on increasing,
yet at the same time that was not what
he would term part of the administrative
control of the Mines Department. Of
course the ordinary administrative work
of the batteries was in the Estimates he
was giving, but not the outside work.
All the outside work was absolutely
apart. The work outside Perth he
assumed to be outside work. The inside
work had always been kept in the Perth
department, and what he put down as
being in the cost of administrative work.
He did not include the mines water
supply, which was quite a new branch
placed within the department only a few
months ago. In 1900.1 the &aminis.
trative cost was £259,605; in 1901-2,
£55,238; in 1902-3, £50,834; and this
year we asked for X49,224. He felt
satisfied we might bie able to do with less
than that; still we had made a very fair
estimate of what we thought we wanted.
We had got rid of the ac-countant of the
Geological Department, whose work had
to be done by the Mines Department.
We had done the same in respect to
explosives, and insisted on the whole of
the accountancy work being done within
the one department; yet although the
expenditure had increased from X125,000
to £2250,000, or just double in two years,
he had been able to reduce the adminis-
trative expenditure of the Mines Depart-
ment by £8,771.

M&. TAYLOR : How did the hon.
member make the reduction ? By re-
trenchment?

Tau MINISTER: Absolutely byrye-
trencbment, and it had hot been done by
reducing wages. Salaries in nearly every
instance had been increased. He bad

made particularly good increases, and had
acted particularly fairly with regard to
the whole of the department, yet there
had been considerable reductions. He
thought he could say' that from the day
he went into that department not one
clerical appointment had been made in it.
We had had some temporary hands there..
Dozens and dozens bad left, some had
died, and some had been removed to other
places. This had been done without in
any way impairing the service, and mem-
bers knew the difference there was now
when one went into a warden's office as
compared with the past. When members
wanted information 'with regard to for-
feitures, exemjptions, or amalgamations,
there used to be excessive trouble, but
no)w a book was laid on the table of every
office showing who were applicants for
exemption or protection in the district.
That was free to every person who liked
to go into the department. The depart-
ment had tried to make this as up-to-date
as they could, and up to the present he
had not heard a single complaint from
any people with regard to that matter.
In relation to salaries, there had been
many increases, the first referred to in the
Estimates being that of the chief clerk.
The question of chief clerks had been
considered by Cabinet, and it was thought
that the chief clerks of all the principal
departments should be paid at the rate
of £400 a year. The proposal now made
as to the chief clerk in this department
was in accordance with that view. The
next increase was that of the accountant,
whose salary it was proposed to raise
from £2360 to £400 a year. He (the
Mlinister) had pointed out the wonderful
increase that had taken place in the
accountant's work. Great business was
being done with our public battery work,
and the complicated system we had in
relation to tbe payment for cyaniding
sands had thrown an enormous amount of
work on this man. This officer was one
of the three accountants picked out from
candidates for the position of Auditor*
General, for the purpose of a final selec-
tion. That would satisfy members that
not only was this officer highly qualified,
but that he was one who attended
very well to the duties of the depart-
ment. We had. doubled the expenditure
of the department owing to the increased
work. The work was, he believed, two
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or three times greater than it was two
years ago, therefore he considered the
increase of salary amply justified. The
other increases were small, and he did
not propose to wade through them ; but
the member for Ranowna, stated that
from what he could see the Minister had
been fairly liberal in increases, and he
hoped the Minister had been equally
generous to the rank and file. Durng
the two Years he had been in charge of
the department, which was more efficient
now than in the past, he had given
greater facilities to the public, and, as be
had said, he had decreased the expendi.
tore of administration by £8,771, yet he
could show that in the bead office out of
13 receiving less than £100 a year, 12
had received increases avenaging £18 isa.:
there were 33 receiving from £100 to
£200, 24 of whom had received increases
averaging £14 13s. 4d.: and there were
15 receiving between £2200 and X800,
7 of whom had received increases averag-
ing £12 3s. So there were 61 officers
receiving from less than £100 a year to
£300, 43 of whom received increases.
The average increase of about £215 per
officer showed that the interests of
those who occupied what he might
term the junior positions of the depart-
anent had been well looked after. These
increases were very reasonable. When-
ever any recommendation was made for
an increase amongst the junior officers
be had been only too pleased to thoroughly
inquire into it, and, if thle increase was
justified, to see that the officer got the
extra pay ment. The same remark would
apply to the goldfields offices. At his
instigation the goldfields allowance was
fixed at 20 per cent. on the Eastern
Goldfields and 30 per cent. on the
Northern Goldfields. Although iii many
instances the increase would not bring
the salary of some officers up to what it
was in tbe old days, still it was aecon-
siderable increase on past years. Hon.
members might point out that officers on
the goldfields were not receiving the
salaries they were getting in past days;
but in the past another system prevailed
altogether. A mining registrar would be
appointed at a salary of £260 per year;
then the Treasury would appoint him
Treasury' clerk and give him £50 a year;
next the Lands; Department would appoint
him as an officer and give him so much;

and then the officer would receive an
appointment as electoral registrar, and
probably an appointment in the Colonial
Secretary's Department with an additional
salary. The consequence was that the
man sent up to fill a position at £260 a
year would, in the end, be receiving from
£2350 to £2401) a year, and the Mines
Department was asked to appointanot her
officer because so much work was being
thrown on this poor fellow. So the
department would send along an assistant
at £240 a year, while the original man
would be getting £350 or £400. That
practice was now stopped. With the
increases given the officer's position was
very much improved. Some little criticism
might be expected on the public batteries.
Eight batteries were at work, including

i new batteries at Burtville, Yundamindera,
and Southern Cross, and seven cyanide
plants were at work. New batteries were
to be erected at Norseman, Wiltina, and
Menzies; and plants were promised for
Coolgardie and Black Range, while new
cyanide plants were to be erected at
Leonora, Coolgardie, and Menzies.

[LME. FOULKES took the Chair.]

MR. WALLACE: The Minister should
riot mention cyanide plants, because it
worried hint (Mr. Wallace).

THE MINISTER: A promise had
been made to the lion. member; and
having made a promise, he did all lie
could do to carry it out. The Mines De-
partment was not stinted for funds, and
no doubt many works should have been
put in hand quicker. Remarks were
made (he was not certain whether by the
member for Dundas, but certainly by the

imember for Mount Margaret) that on
account of the position a certain hion.
member occupied in the House no work
would be done by the Government in his
district. LHe would therefore point out
the work done in the district of the
lion. member for Dundas (Mr. Thomas).
The member for Kanowna drew attention
to an exceedingly dangerous principle
adopted by the department in purchasing
copper ores. The department was asked
to erect a smelter at Phillips River, and
from the reports obtained there seemed
to be a great element of danger. He had
therefore asked Cabinet to assist him,
and had pointed out to his colleagues
that, even if we found a smelter should
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not be erected, the loss to the Govern-
ment would not exceed £3,000 to £4,000
if he were provided with money with
which to buy copper ore under regulations
by which the ore wass purchased from
those who took it out of their leases
for development purposes alone. Cabinet
gave him authority to engage an ore-
buyer and to spend a sum of nearly
£178,000 in a small portion of the elec-
torate of the member for Dundas. This
expenditure could have been stopped but
for it being in the interests of the mining
industry. He looked at the interests of
the industry, and not at the man.

MR. TAYLOR:, The Minister was get-
ting value for the money in the ore.

TEE MINISTER only desired to point
out how unfair it was, so far as he was
concerned, to say that because of the
position an bon. member occu pi'ed in the
House he, as Minister, would do any-
thing that might injure the hon. mem-
ber's constituents. His object was to try
and do all he could to resuscitate a
district that was going down, and the
Government had come forward with a.
new principle. He proposed, in dealing
with the item "Purchase of ore," to
add the words 11and erection of Smelter,"
so that when he went down to Ravens-
thorpe with the State Mining Engineer,
if he were satisfied that the district
warranted the erection of a smelter, he
would have Parliamentary authority to
erect one. That showed how careless he
was of the position any member occupied
in the House, and how idle and useless
were the words of the member for Mt.
Margaret when he made certain remarks.

MR. TAYLOR: The work was not in
the Mt. Margaret electorate.

THRE MINISTER: The member for
Dundas was opposing the Estimates, and
he (the Minister) desired to point out
the unfairness of the member for Mt.
Margaret's statement that works were
not carried out in a member's district
because the member sat in Opposition.

AN INTERLUDE.
MR. TAYLOR: On a point of order,

the Minister is saying that I said Some-
thing about Dundas, and is dragging me
into some quarrel. I desire the Mfinister
to deal with me and not with the member
for Dundas.

Mn. THtomAs (entering and speaking
from his place): On a point of explana-
tion-

THE OuHuAJ-. It is not necessary
for you to make an explanation.

MRu. THOMAS : The name of the mem-
ber for Dundas has been mentioned, and
I have a right to claim a point of
explanation.

THE CHAIRMAN: WhLLS do you want
to explain?

MR. THOMAS: With the indulgence of
the House, it is known that mcy party
have left the Chamber.

Mn. HASIE: Don't waste time.
Ma. Thom"s I Eun not wasting time.
THE CHAIRMAN: I must ask you what

you wish to explain.
MR. THOMAS: I heard the name of the

member for Dundas mentioned, and I
claim that it is totally unfair for the
Minister, knowing that I, as one of the
leading members of the Opposition, had
withdrawn from the Chamber, to drag
my name into the debate.

MR. HAsTIE:- Don't desert your duties.
Ma. THOMAS: The dooer of the Chamber

was open, and I heard the Minister
for Mines grossly and unfairly referring
to me after I had left the Chamber with
the rest of the Opposition.

TnE CHAIRMAN: Order!
MR. THoxss: One moment.
THE CHAIRMAN: Will the bon. member

sit down?
MRx. THOMAS: We left this Chamber as

a protest, and I will again leave it.
SEEA MEMBERS: Chair!
THE CHAIRMAN: -1 must ask you to

take your seat.
Ma. THOMAS: No, sir. I leave the

Chamber. [Member retired.]

]DISCUSSION RESUMED.

THu MINISTE R FOP. MINES (con-
tinuing): No member could say that an
unfair statement was made about the
member for Dundas, because he (the
Minister) simply pointed out that he was
doing work ink the bon. member's district,
and that the fact that the hon. member
sat in OppositioW made not the slightest
difference in his calculations. When
recently at Norseman he found that the
Government tanks, costing £17,000, were
practically idle. An application was made
to have a tank built at the Princess Royal
mine, and he spent £4,500 of loan money
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in connection with a, pumping scheme in
the Norseman district, and wag now
supplying Norseman with fresh water
at Is. 9d. per hundred gallons, as against
128. 6d. the people had to pay before
the initiation of this work. It was a
good business deal, because the work paid
expenses and provided for interest and
sinking fund, whereas for the sum of
£17,000 expended on the tanks pre-viously the revenue earned was hardly
sufficient to pay the wages of the care-
taker. He (the Minister) had gone
farther and had agreed to spend money
for the erection of atnew battery at Norse-
man, and that work was now proceeding.
During the last six months the Mines
Department spent between £26,000 and
£27,000 in the electorate of the member
for Pundits, and that was not because
he considered for a single moment the
member for Dundas, but because he
thought the interests of the district
warranted the expenditure. He hoped
that, when he visited Bavenethorpe
district, his advisers would recommend the
erection of a smelter, and that we- would
have a sound and prosperous district there.
The same thing applied to the district
which was represented by the member
for Mt. Margaret. The finding of a
water supply at this place was one of
the quickest transactions which hia taken
place. A couple of parties had been
going round putting down plants to
enable prospectors to go out back.
Whatever could be done was being done.
Tenders had been accepted for the trans-
fer of a batterv from the district repre-
sented by the member for Mt. Magnet
to Black Range. A. battery bad only
just been erected at Burtville, and a
plant had been sent to Laverton. Tenders
ha been called for sending a plant to
Leonora, and as soon as possible he
intended to visit the Erlistoun district
where the Government had already spent
a. large suim of money in sinking wells.
There were some four or five wells
authorised in that district which also
warranted the erection of a public
battery. Ile claimed the department
had done good work with regard to the
batteries. A sum of £750,000 had been
distributed by the batteries. There had
been large losses in the past, buit now be
had reduced the cost of crushing by
about 20 per cent. The scale of crushing

originally was from l5s. to X1 per ton.
Now the department was charging from
INs. to 14s., there was a sliding scale.
He had not only got rid of all the loss,
but this year he thoughit he would show
a profit of £25,000. He did not say that
he was satisfied with the working of the
department yet, and he was thinking
seriously of making changes in the ad-
ministration ; and he would make those
changes unoless the department coul d show
a better record than at present. Although
the charges made by the department were
less than the charges at any private bat-
tery in the State, still he was not satisfied,
and he thought be would be able to
show a greater reduction in cost thanl
at present. lPe thought the depart-
wient should- be able to make a profit
and pay working expenses and sinking
fund. No prospector'and no mining man
whom he knew wanted to be spoon-fed;
they wanted good administration, and
they wished to see the money spent as
any man would spend his money pri-
vately. The cost should be reduced as
low as possible, at the same time doing a6
fair thing to the department. In 1901
the crushing ait the batteries cost 17s. 9d.
per ton; in 1902 the cost was l3s. 9d.
per ton, and in 1903 12s. 4d. That was
the average cost to the department, and
he intended to reduce the cost and try
to get down to a much lesser amount.
Ele would nut be satisfied until he showed
a fair redunotion, and yet paid working
expenses and something to a sinking
fund. That was the principle which he
intended to adopt in the future unless
members said. that the public batteries
should only pay expenses. If that was
the wish of Parliament he would carry
out that principle, but he thought the
batteries should pay interest on the
money expended and three per cent. to
sinking fund and depreciation of the
plants. It was his intention very shortly
to try and get the fullest information on
the question of the sanitation and
ventilation of mines. lie looked on that
as a, most important question and one
that should receive earnest consideration,
and he proposed to go into it as soon as
possible after the session was over. It
was a6 question which should appeal to
many members. We were getting down
into very deep ground, nearly 2,000 feet,
and it was time we had the most perfect
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system of ventilation we coulid have in
our mines. He did not want any of the
diseases that had crept into the mines of
England and of South Africa, nor the
insanitary methods. He wanted to keep
the mines clean from the diseases found
in other places, and he felt satisfied if we
had a good system of ventilation in the
mines in Western Australia we should
be able to show a very much better record
as to the health of the working men
employed in the mines. Be hoped the
Estimates would be considered by mining
members nd that they would be
criticised. If there were any.suggestions
that could be brought forward to make
the administration better, he would he
only too pleased to receive those sug-
gestions and see if something could be
done to make the administration better
than it had been in the past.

MR. WA-LLACE: Notwithstanding
the expressed intention to reduce the
charges for crushing, could not there be
a reduction in the charge for cyaniding
with more prompt treatment of the
sand and quicker returns to the prospec-
torsP It was known that a majority of
shows were in the hands of working
miners. and the stone crushed was not of
a sufficiently high grade to give large
retuirns. It generally took about two-
thirds of the returns to pay fur the
crushing chairges. He suggested to the
Minister two years ago that instead of
the Government deducting the cost of
crushing from the first returns from the I
plates, the Government should wait fur
their payment until the tailings bad been
treated. If on assay the tailings showed
sufficient content to pay for the crushing
and the cyaniding, thbe Government Tnigh t
give the full returns from the plates to
the prospector which would enable him
to go back and farther develop his show.
In different parts of the country there
was such a small amount given to the
prospecto~r in the first instance that it did
not provide him with means to raise
another crushing. In the past many
men had been forced to sacrifice their
tailings at Is. 6d. per ton so as to raise
money to go on working. It had taken
the department six or seven months to
provide a cyanide plant at Boogardie.
Day after day he had received commnuni-
cations from the prospectors at Boogardie,
and the last communication yesterday ad-

vised him that the men after stacking their
tailings at the Government battery had
to sell them to private speculators to
raise money to continue their work. Thd
department were to blame, for they did
not go to work as aprivate firm would,
though he was told the department bad
plenty of work to do, numbers of plants
being in hand which caused delay. He
was informed that the last portion of the
cyanide plant had arrived on thle fields,
but the vats which were required first
had not been made yet and were Dot
likely to be made for some time.

THE MINJsTER: Tenders were let
some times ago.

Ma. WALLACE: There was some
dispute between the successful tenderer
and the department.

Tiin MINISTER:- That was not known
to him.

[2 o'clock, a.m.]

MR. WALLAOE:, It bad1 been going
onl for a week or ten days, and it seemed
to him no one was particularly anxious
to see the matter rushed along. The
successful tenderer had not been treated
fairly and refused to sign the contract.
The objection was not to the treatment
itself, but to the long delay before re-
turns were available. If this delay in-
creased in the Murchison district, many
shows must be abandoned. For such
delay he (Mr. Wallace) was being meta-
phorically torn to pieces; and be asked
the Minister to put the blame on the
right shoulders. In connection with
public batteries there should be a sinking
fund. Surely the plants were not in-
tended to crush at hare cost price. Out
of the surplus men should be encouraged
to sink shafts below water, the crushing
chargyes being reduced on all stone raised
from below a certain depth, according to
the nature of the ground. Notwitb-
standi-ng what the Minister had done to
supply the wants of such peop~le . as the
alluvialists at Black Range, proper at-
tention was not given to some settled
districts. For instance, the Works IDe-
partment sent 'an inspector from Day
Dawn to a place 70 miles south of Yalgoo.
He reported to the head office, and men
were then sent from Day Dawn to do the
well-sinking. For such a report a local
mine manger might be relied on and the
work intrusted to local men, thus saving
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intolerable delay. Three weeks ago he
(Mr. Wallace) was promised that the
Murchison inspector would report on
water supply for another place in the
district, and oniy yesterday did the report
come to hand. He congratulated the
Minister on presenting the return of
exemptions granted during the last
financial year. The extent of the exemp-
tions granted, not only in poor districts
hut in the mast prosperous districts of
the State, to mines both large and small,
was astonishing. For baring £7,000
was provided here, and possibly more on
the Loan Estimates. Many districts were
languishing for want of money to prove
their lodes, and in the absence of
Government aid in boring the unem-
ployed of the Eastern Goldfields
might finid their counterpart on the
Murchison. Same time ago the
Minister offered the Lennonville people
a bore. In reply to a request an
officer of the Geological Department
recommended a bore at Boogardie. Why
no attempt to supply these wants? If
the plants available were insufficient,
increase the number so as to give one at
least to every district; and let the use of
that one be a matter of local arrange-
ment, instead of giving it first to those
who clamoured loudest.

Mn. TAYLOR regrette-d having to
discuss these Estimates at such an early
hour, and the little interest taken by
members in the mining industry, the
most important in Australia. Whenever
mining was discusse only 11, 12, or 13
members attended. After sitting five
days this week and five last week the
Government insisted oin forcing these
Estimates througrh. The "Minister for
Mines should have spoken on the intro-
duction of the Estimates, as requested by
the leader of the Opposition (Mr. rigott).
He (Mr. Taylor) was not here to defend
the Opposition, he being a Labour man;-
but he would vote with the Opposition
when he tound them acting in the
interests of the State. The Minister's
recent speech, if made when introducing
the Estimates, would have had a good
effect. It was pleasing 'that the heated
debate of to-nighit was not the fault of
the Labour party. This proved that
members belonging to a very respect-
able portion of the community, including
a legal gentlemnan, could make fools.

of themselves. Had there been lesst
*liquor drunk in the late part of last
*night and the early part of this morn-
ing, there would have been less beat.
He was sorry the Minister thought fit
to mention the case which the hen.
gentleman said was snb jvdice -that of
himself and ex-Warden Hicks. Though
Parliament was supreme, one did not
think it would be prudent, whilst this
rehearing of the case was pending, that
the matter should be disc-ussed here.
It had been thought this application for
a new bearing was made in view of the
prorogation of Parliament.

Tias MINISTER: Let the hon. mnember
wake no mistake; there were two news-
paper aoctions as well.

MR. TAYLOR: It had been said the
application for a new trial was perhaps
made with the object (of Parliament
being prorogued before the matter could
he dealt with, and the necessary fees and
expenses paid over.

THE MIN14TnR FOR WORKS$: The hion,
memiber woiuld be sorry to believe that.

THE: MINISTER FR MIN ES: The
amount had already been paid, and not
by the Government. That might saur-

*prise the hon. member.
Mn. TAYLOR was pleased to know

*the State was not going to pay for the
hon. gentleman's blunder; also, that
while men perhaps did not care about,
dealing -with matters in Parliament,
there were Courts to which they could go
and get justice.

TnE MlYISTsn: The hon. member had
had experience.

MR. TAYLOR: The Minister had said
he did not desire his (Mr. Taylor's)

*friendship. Ile bad never forced his
friendship on the hon. gentleman, but it
was hard when at person so high in
position as the Minister for Mines,
desired to carry warfare into private
life. He had bumped up against the
Minister. The bon. gentleman knew what
his (Mr. Taylor's) friendship had been
worth. They had been friends, and hie
thought they were now political oppon-.
ents. He (Mr. Taylor) opposed the
Mining Bill on what he considered sound
grounds, and he was justified in opposing
what he believed to be against the
interests of those whom hie represented.
He had got on before without the hon.
gentleman's friendship, and hoped he
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would be able to do so in the f utu re. The
hon. gentlemnan enumerated what hie had
done for him (Mr. Taylor) in his elec-
torate. Considering, however, what the
Minister had done for other electorates,
he would leave it to the Committee or the
country to decide whether the hon. gentle-
man had favoured him or other members.
A fortnight or three weeks ago a gentle-
man who went to Black Range said there
were 70 stamps hung up. There was a
general conversation, and it was intimated
that the people there were going to have
a&Huntingdon mill and a 5-bead battery.

THE Mrpnsmn: What was referred to
had been recommended, but nothing had
been done since.

Mn. TAYLOR: Mr. Owen, who had
come straight from Kanowna, told him
there were 70 stamps hung up; that was
about three or four weeks ago. In the
district of the member for Kanowna,
there had been a puddler costing some-
thing like £21,200 or £1,400. Plant
worth £500 had been standing there, and
people on the goldfields told him that
none of that was standing there now
except what could not be removed.
According to the returns, they had put
through 191 tons of dirt, and the gold
they got out of that 191 tons amounted
to 46 ounces. It was strange we should
ha.ve to( go to that amolunt Of expense to
find out puddling would not pay. He
had made representations to the M1inister
frorm people ill a district consisting
practicalIly of one-sixth of the whole
State, and found that on the very best
recommendationsi little would be done.

THE MNINISTER: The department spent
a good deal of money on the bore at.
Lake Darl~t.

Ma. T AYLOR:- The Minister sent the
plant, but the people had to put it up.
Not till months after the people had
found the £50 stipulated, did the Gov-
erment send the plant, although there
was plant lying in several places. These
people (lid good work, and he (Mr.
Taylor) was sorry they were unsuccess-
ful as far as obtaining a deep lead was
concerned. The Minister said he sent a.
battery to Blac Range. A battery
which had been hung up for years had
been promised to him (Mr. Taylor) at
different times for the last eighteen
months or two years, but the Minister
would not send it and considerable delay

-was experienced. At the time the battery
was to be removed to Black Rtange there
were 20 or 30 leases pegged out, and
800 men on the ground. But did Mr.
Irvine, from Victoria, hesitate? No; he
purchased a property and said lie would
put up 40 head of stamps at once. He
sent only 10 head for one lease; but the
Minister was only sending a ave-head
battery for forty leases. The Mlinister
claimed to have done a great deal in the
way of sending a battery to Burtville.
That battery, however, was promised by a
previous Minister. All the batteries in
the Mt. Margaret district, except th at at
Black Range, had been pro mised by
previous Ministers, and the present
Minister was only carrying out work set
in train by previous Ministers while
taking all the credit for it. Had members
on the Government side had the same
opportunities for batteries in their dis-
triets they would have had them long ago.
A battery was to be erected in Coolgardic
where there were ample crushing facilities
and batteries at present hung up, and a
battery wats to be erected at Southern
-Cross where there had been crushing
facilities for years past and batteries were
now hung up. In the Mt. Margaret
d istrict there was a mining centre 60 or
70 miles away from the nearest battery.
That was the Erlistoun district. The
Minister tried to make us believe that it
was anew field; but it was opened tip
years ago and abandoned for want of
crushing facilities. The auriferous coun-
try at Erlistou extended for 70 miles.
No battery had been erected by the
Government within the past two years
in a district which better justified one
than the Erlistoun district. Should this
district be opened ap by a public battery
it would absorb the goldfields unem-
ployed. Haod he (Mr. Taylor) "kow-
towed" to the Govern ment he would have
got a battery; but he would not prosti-
tute his political views to get concessions
for his electorate. His constituents would
not desire him to doso. Though batteries
were erected in places where already
batteries were hung up, they were not
given to back-country districts which
were languishing and starving for them.
After he bad worried the present Minis-
ter it was decided that a6 battery should
be sent to Laverton, but when it was
em route the Minister, hearing something
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at Kookynie, wired post-biaste toPerth: "Stop the Laverton battery."
He (Mr. Taylor) saw the Minister and
asked himi on what autho rity higher than
the recommendations of his officers he
bad decided to stop the battery going to
Laverton. The Minister then decided to
have a farther report made, the conse-
quence being that another favourable
report was sent in, regarding the claiwis
of javerton, and the battery subsequently
went on to that centre, where it was doing
good work and was the sole means of
keeping a little township going and
hundreds of men employed for the last
18 months.

TIME MINISTER: The boa. member bad
nothing whatever to do with getting that
battery.

Mu. TAYLOR: The Minister desiread
to stop it going to Laverton and tried to
oppose his officers' reports, but the
reports were too strongly in favour of
Lavertom; hence the battery had to go on
to Laverton. The Minister would not
deny the difficulty he (Mr. Taylor) had
in getting the battery for Wiluna. He
(Mr. Taylor) was never so sick of any-
thing as he was of trying to get that
battery. The MNinister always staved
him off. Had he been on the Govern-
ment side his chances would have been a
hundred to one better. During this
debate we saw' how the Minister felt
towards those who oppbsed him. The
Minister could not enter into a political
fight without bringing in a member's
private life. We must expect a heated
discussion and that people should feel
warm and excited during a political
fight; but all that should end with the
fight. The Minister owned up when in-
trod ucing the Mining Bill, and not for the
first time, that when his liver was out of
order an officer asking bim for better
conditions would be snubbed straight
away. One felt sorry for those who had
to work under a man with such a temper.
If a man allowed his temper to persecute
people, it was unfortunate for those under
hin. It was the talk of the Chamber
that, when the Minister was ruffled, he
lost his head and insulted people right
and left. He (Mr. Taylor) and the
Minister were at one time very friendly,
and fought battles together, and the
Minister knew how he (Mr. Taylor) could
fight when it was required.

THE XmrIsTER FOR L~wns:- The hon.
mnember behaved himself at that time.

Mn. TAYLOR : With Ministerial
behaviour during this morning and last
night his; (Mr. Taylor's) behaviour comn-
pared very favourably. The vote taken
was nothing the Premier or any Par-

metshould be proud of. It was the
motinstatesman -lIike piece of work which

had occurred in the Parliamentary his-
tory of the Commonwealth. -He did not
know whether it was the intention of the
Government to go on any farther with

Ithe Estimates now, seeing that it was
nearly a quarter to three; but the Gov-
ernent shoutd. take into consideration
the fact that there was nobody on the
Opposition benches, and that there wasIonly a small number of members in the
House. It was a shame and a disgrace
to Parliament that so few members

1should discuss such an important part of
the Estimates. If the Premier had been
wise hie would have adjourned at a
quarter-past eleven after sitting from
half -past two, seeing that members had

1worked five long days this week. If the
Premier had done what any reasonable
person would have done, Parliament
would not have been disgraced with these
subsequent proceedings. He (Mr. Tay-
lor) was sorry to see nobody on the
Opposition benches while the discussion
was going on.

Ma. BATH: It was not intended to
allow the Mines Estimates to pass. with-
outmafew remiarks. On previous occasions
when the Estimates were before members
the Minister for Mines was ready to
explain the working of this department
in a proper manner. He regretted the
Opposition had prevented the Minister
from explaining his estimates in the first
instance. He (Mr. Bath) wished par.
ticularly to confine his remarks to the

fever-p~resent question of the inspection
of mines. He freely admitted that an
improvement had been made in the
inspec-tion of mines, but recent accidents;
on the Golden Mile and the verdicts of
juries thereon were evidence of the need
for the utmost care on the part of
inspectors to see that the lives of the
miners were protected, It seemed to he
the current opinion on the Golden Mile
that because the lode material was of a
bard nature the stone could be taken out
up to a great height without the slopes
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being filled in. While the material was
bard there was no danger as to falling
stone; but when men were working to
a great height with machine drills and
beavy charges of dynamite, large flakes
of rock were left perilously hanging. One
of the most urgent necessities was for
the inspectors to carefully examine the
stopes and see that they were filled up
within a reasonable distance of the back.
Work could be dlone more efficiently and
in a, more economical manner. There
was one matter on which he was dis-
appointed in regard to the Mines Esti-
mates this year, but it was not the fault
of the Minister. It was rather the lack
of success on the p~art of those sent out.
He referred to the prospectors and the
parties sent out and equipped by the Mines
Department. Although we had parties
sent out in various parts of the State and
although they reported month after
mouth, there seemed to have been no
beneficial result from the prospectig
operations. It seemed impossible to
imagine that on the large goldfields of
Western Australia, and the wide extent
of auriferous country, uo discoveries
had been made by these parties. It was
to be hoped before these parties had coin-
pleted their labours something would be
discovered which would add to the wealth
of the community. There was one point
in regard to the mining school. He
believed assistants bad been appointed
at Kalgoorlie and Coolgardie, and he
believed the appointments had been left
to the director of the school at Cool-
gardie.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES: To the
hoard.

MR. BATH had not beard that appli-
cations were called for and that the
applications were submitted to any board
or constituted authority to examine into
the credentials. In the appointment of
lecturers and those charged with the
instruction of pupils the greatest care
should be exercised to get the best avail-
able talent, so that the instruction both
theoretical and practical would be the
best available. There was an item " pay-
ment under Mining Development Act for
the purchase of drills and bores." The
member for Mt. Magnet had referred to
the fact that an application had been
received for drilling plants for the Mt.
Magnet and the Murchison districts. As

to the Eastern Go ldfields those applying
for plants had to pay half the wages
before they could secure any assistance.
There had been no difficulty on the
Eastern Goldfields, when the necessary
Eimount was paid, in securing a plant.
The Labour members had been accused
of being able to secure more considera-
tion for their mining constituents than
the member for Xt. Margaret had. On
glancing through the Estimates one saw
the amount of mioney to be expended, and
he noticed the member for Mt. Margaret
bad secured all the plums in his par-
ticular electorate. The bulk of the
public batteries of the State were in the
Mount Margaret electorate, and as far
as water supplies and other works were
concerned the electorate of Mt. Margaret
was one of the best served in Western
Australia.. The same chai ge had been
uttered in regard to other items on the
Estimates in other departments, and he
only bad to turn to public buildings to
find that the electorate of Mt. Margaret
wvas almost plastered with public build-
ings in the shape of lockups and police-
men's quarters and so forth. Generally
as far as the Mines Department was
concerned it was a model to the whole of
Australia. He was glad to notice that a
reaction was setting in, and that the
information that had been supplied to
the mining investors of the world, in the
comparison between South Africa and
Western Australia, had turned attention
to Western Australia again. He noticed
in the columns of one of the leading
mining journals of London that Western
Australian companies and shares prac-
tically 'nonopolised the whole of the
market at the present time. He hoped
that by the development of the back
country with public batteries and a
judicious system of encouragement to
mining development, not only the small
prospector would be encouraged, hut that
the department would so develop the
fields that a larger area would be taken
up which would add to the prosperity of
Western Australia. He had no fear as
to Western Australia, which it was said
suffered from the dangers of over-
legislation in the mining industry. The
fact that we had such a large auriferous
area, and that it was developed to such a
great extent, and that there were such
splendid mines as far as the Golden
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Mile was concerned, and the fact that
the managers there had proved that with
the high rate of wages ruling they could
work the mines more economically than
those in the Transvaal, which enjoyed the
monopoly of cheap labour, showed that as
far as mining was concerned there was
no fear ahead of us in the future.

Item-Inspectors of Mines, £3,200:
'MR. WALLACE : As the qualifications

of all the mining inspectors had to be the
same, why were some inspectors paid
less salary than others? This anomaly
caused dissatisfaction a mongst the inspee-
tors.

THE MINISTER: Certain officers were
engaged at certain salaries, and he had
made a reduction from £425 to £40, but
the allowances had been increased, making
the salary what it was at present. Two
officers received £200 a year. They were
the senior officers, and he did not wish to
make a reduction in their case. He had
not increased the salaries but the allow-
ances on the field. There was one inspec-
tor at £140 a year who was stationed at
Collie, but that officer also received a
salary from the Railway Department,
which gave him about £2360 a year.
Taking it all round members should con-
sider that a salary of ZS35O a year was
fair with 20 per cent, allowances, althoughi
as against that there was a charge for
rental for the houses used.

MR. CONNOR called attention to the
absence of a, quorum.

Bells rung and quorum formed.
MR. BATH: What sort of inspector

could the department get for £9140 a
year ?

THE MINISTER: That was the officer
to whom he referred just now.

[-3 o'clock, am.]

Items -Inspecting Surveyor, X5,522;
State Mining Engineer, £768 l~s.:

MRt. BATH: By whom haod these
officers been appointed ?

THE MINISTER;: By a special com-
mission, altogether free from political
influence.

MR. WALLACE: Was it not time to
dismiss Chinamen from the department ?
One Charley Ah Ting was employ' ed as
office cleaner at Marble Bar, having come
there from East Kimnberley.

THE MINISTER said he had not
employed the man. Enquiry would be
made.

MR. CONNOR contradicted the state-
ment that the man had come from East
Kimberley.

Item-Purchase of copper ore, Phillips
River, £22,025:

MR. TAYLOR: Farther on one found
X£16,660 for purchase money.

THE MINISTER: This itemi was for
salaries. The assayer had been apointed
during the last few weeks. The labourer
broke up the ore and made it ready for
assay.

Mli. TAYLOR objected to the cunning
manner in which such items, instead of
being properly Classified, were distributed
over the Estimates.

THE MINISTER: There was no con-
fusion. In the items in question the
salaries were shown, and farther on
contingencies.

Item-State Batteries, X29,810:
Ma. TAYLOR: The manager of the

battery at Laverton engaged in Coolgar-
die a man as bookkeeper and amalgam-
ator, who travelled over 200 miles to
Laverton at his own expense, and gave
satisfaction; yet after a month another
man was sent fromu the department in
Perth to fill the position, the first man
being dismissed, though he bad not
earned enough to cover his return fare
and had to shoulder his swag. Though
the Minister had promised to rectify this
injustice, nothing had been done. Baktery
managers did not make these appoint.
ments. The Minister for Mines, like
other Ministers, appointed political
friends of his own or of members.

THE MINISTER: The statement was
absolutely untrue. One system he had
adopted ever since he started was that of
placing the manager absolutely in charge
of the plant and putting upon him the
responsibility. The Government appointed
also from Perth the assayer, but gave the
battery manager power to suspend the
assayer if the assayer was not carrying
out his duty satisfactorily. Other than
that the battery manager had as absolute
power as he would have if he owned the
p~lant, subject to regulations. As to the
member for Mt. Margaret, if that hon.
member had a grievance and would send
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it in writing, he (the Minister) would be
only pleased to see that it was inquired
into as soon as possible. We could not
well place the responsibility upon a
manager unless we gave him full power
over the mnen he had working under him.
If the bion. member could show him that
men had been forced upon a manager,
he (the Minister) would be only too
pleased to give the bon. member satis-
faction in the matter.

Ma. TAYLOR: When he returned
from his district, he made a memo. and
road it in the Minister's roomn. He said
to the hon. gentleman, " I am going to
ask this question in the House," and the
Minister replied:- " Don't do that,
Taylor; I. will fix that up; you need not
bring a thing like that before the House."
He (Mr. Taylor) said it was a thing that
should be showo -up, and the Minister
replied: " I give you my word that I will
see to it." He did not bother about it
until a. few weeks ago, when he asked the
Minister about it, and the Minister
replied that the mnanager had gone to
seine other part. Probably the wonder-
fully well managed Mines Department
would, when a shred of light was let into
it, be found to be nrot so well looked
after. We found that cyanide plants
were erected. Cyanide plants were, how-
ever, erected before this Government
came into power. A great saving in the
public battery sys9tem was owing to the
cyaniding of sands of unfortunate pro-
spectors who had left them. Rut for that,
the profits would be consierably less.
Moreover, the Government charged for
cyaniding about double the price charged
]by a private company.

Purchase of Copper Ore at Phillips
River:-

Thx MINISTER. moved that after
",ore" the words "and erection of
smelter " be inserted.

MR. TAYLOR: We should know
something about this, and lie would also
like information as to a. smelter at
Greenbushes.

THE MTNISTER: The mioney in hand
would be hardly sufficient to carry on for
.twelve months. It was intended to pay
a visit to the Phillips River, and if it was
recommended that a, smelter should be put
in, to stop the purchase of ore, and then
lhroceed with the eremution of the smelter.

We had been buying ore under regula-
tions. As to Greenbusbes, he was shown
a new class of smelter which -was believed
to be doing matrvellously good work. He
had agreed with -Mr. Heads that if he
(Mr. -Heads) erected a smelter in Perth,
he (the Minister) would have brought up
from Phillips River 30 tons of copper
ore-lO tons of each of three different
classes of ore-and would pay him
either £2 or £3 per ton for treat-
went, provided he gave us 90 per
cent. of the contents of that ore.
If Mr. Heads could treat that ore
well for us, we might consider negotia-
tions. A. member of this Assembly had
suggested the purchase of a plant from
him. (the member), and there had also
been another offer of a plant,

Ma. TAYLOR: Whatt would be the~
cost ?

THE MINISTER:- The cost of the
plant he recommended would be about
£1,600. It would treat fromn 80 to 50
tons per day.

M R, TAYLOR: Would it be as ela borate
as the smelter at Greenbushes ?

THE MINISTER:- That was a very
small smelter at Greenbushes. This
smelter would treat nothing less than 30
tons per day, which would be adequate.

Mis. TAYLOR: Probably the Ptcmier
had an estimate of the fuel to ho used.

THE MINISTER: The test would be
made in Perth.

MR. TAYLOR: The test must he made
with the same fuel it was intended to
use at Ravensthorpe.

TirE MINISTER:. That matter would
be considered. We would bring up the ore
providing we received the smeltedl result.

MR. TAY-Lort- - Was the Minister
satisfied that the district warranted the
smelter?

THE MINISTER would have to go
down to the district first.

MR. TAYLOR: Had any report been
obtained ?

THE MINISTER: N~o action would
be taken till after his visit. If the
erection of a smelter was not justified the
work would not be carried out.

MR. BATH: An experiment with a
small plant did not always guarantee
that the operation would he successful
with a larger plant. A plant for treating
50 tons could be worked as cheaply as
one for 30 tons.

1b
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MR. TAYLOR: Evidently firewood was
no item at all.

MR. BATH: Coke would have to be
used.

THE MINISTER: Collie coal would not
be used.

Ma. TAYLOR: There were no reports
from Ravenethorpe and many people
were inquiring about the place. The
Minister was taking credit for spending
money in the electorate of the member
for Dundas, but there was no obligation
on the hon. member in that regard, for
the Minister would get fair valve for the
money spent.

Ta.E MINISTER: Let the item be struck
out.

'm. TAYLOR did not want the item
reduced or struck out. He wanted
farther explanation from the Min ister.

Tnt MINISTER: Every explanation was
given.

Ma. TAYLOR: The fullest informa-
tion should be given, because inadequate
explanations gave tbe impression that
there was something lurking behind. The
member for Dundas would be the very
first to give an explanation. ThelMinister
should tell the House what he thought
of the chances of the transaction being a
suiccess.

Mu. CoNroa: Did the Minister expect
a profit ?

THE MVINISTER: Regulations were
prescribed under which the baying would
be carried out, leaving a margin of profit.
If we had to send the ore away to other
smelters for treatment it was possible the
Government would lose money; but if we
treated the ore at our own smelter we
would be able to return to the prospectors
the margin, which was at present re-
tained after charging a certain rate for
interest. There was no desire to make
any profit.

[Ma. HA RPER took the Chair.]

MR. CONNOR moved that progress be
reported.

Motion negatived.
Ma. CONNOR drew attention to the

state of the House.
Bells rung and quorum formed.
Mu. TAYLOR: Did the Minister bny

the ore at the mineP
THE MIJNISTER: It was ca&rted to the

sampling works.

MR. TAYLOR: It cost a shilling a ton
to cart it.

Amendment pissed.
State batteries-Refunds to owners of

tailings. £2,000:-
Ma. WALLACE: After recouping the

expenditure did the Minister expect to
have any refunds this year?

Tan MINISTER: A new system of
bookkeeping was in vogue now. There
would be a special Suspense account. In
the past the Audit Department had
objected. The department had pointed
out that the rild did not belong to them;
it, was only in trust. After deducting
the Government charges the gold was
placed in a suspense account.

Mn. TAYLOR: A sum of £25,000 was
set apart for the erection of Slate bat-
teries, which was rather a smnall amount
when one took into account the opening
up of the hack country. There were
three applications from Erlistouni for
batteries, and one place was spoken
highly of. A number of properties had
been opened up. There were two or
three places in the Erlistoun district,
covering a long belt of auriferous country,
where batteries should be erected. Thie
people of- Big Well, near Mount Malcolm,
had applied for a battery. Dozens of
men were there, and they had to cart
their stuff 12 or 14 miles at a large cost.
There were several other places in the
district which he represente, and in
other electorates there were places where
hundreds of men were employed where
the Government should erect batteries.
At one ti me the Minister contemplated re-
moving the battery from Leonora because
stone was not being sent to the battery.
The management was changed, and the
present manager had worked up the trade
so that the battery could not cope with the
stone sent in. Tihe Minister should do
something for outlying places and not
assist those districts where stamps were
hung up. Southern Cross, Coolgardie,
and Kanowna were given batteries while
there were stamps in the district. The
outlying places required batteries long
before the settled districts, for prospec-
tors working their own shows had to cart*stone sometimes 20 or 30 miles. He
had made an application for a battery at
Mount Morgans, but he was afraid it
would not be entertained.

[ASSEMBLY.) Mines Vote,
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THE; MINISTER: The department were

paying a Subsidy to the men there, the
Same as at Edjudina.

MR. TAYLOR: There was no public
crushier at Mount Morgans, but there was
at Southern Cross, Coolgmrdie aud
Kanowna, and at one of these places there
were 70 stamps hung up. That was a
prim6 facie case that it was a matter of
placating members. If his support was
as strong for the Government as his
opposition to them was he would have
received three or four batteries. He
knew the full strength of the Govern-
ment and he knew how straightforward
their dealings were. One had only to look
at the Estimates to see that Boulder and
other similar places received large items.

THE: MINISTER FOR WORKS: What
about Laverton?

MR. TAYLOR: A batteny had been
erected there for 12 months.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: Nothing
about a railway?

MR. IAfL; OR: It was necessary to
build a railway there. He had secured a
battery at Laverton without the assistance
of the Government. It was to be hoped
that outlying places would be grauted
batteries, take Way had been seven or
eight years without a battery, and one
was only just being erected after the
greatest struggle to obtain it. Every
thing possible was done to prevent its
erection.

Mines Water Supply-Norseman and
Princess Royal Water Suppiy to puflpJ
and gravitate water from Norseman tank
to town and to Princess Royal, £5,100:-

MR. WALLACE: Had this m oney
been spent?-

THE MINISTER: Instructions had
been given for this work. When at
Norseman he saw a tank there which cost
the Government £217,000. There were
8,000,000 gallons of water in the tank
and people were charged l2s. 6d. a
hundred gallons to cart it to Norseman.
There was no supply for Princess Roy-al.
He gave instructions for the erection of a
pumping plant, and for a pipe line to be
ran to Norseman and to Princess Royal.
He also made arrangements with the
Norseman Municipal Council to obtain
water at Is. 9d. per 100 gallons, and the
same arrangement was made as to
Princess Royal. The interest on the
money expended was now being paid and

a fair amount for depreciation. It was a
very fair investment. A good return
would doubtless result.

MR. TAYLOR: If spending £5,000
would make a £17,000 investment pay
working expenses and interest, the ex-
penditure was justified.

Other items agreed to, and the Mines
vote passed.

[4 o'clock. a.m.]

Geological Survey, £5,710-agreed to.

Explosives and Analytical, £22,680:

Item-Analysts, £780:
The MINISTER moved that " one at

-e£210 " and 11one at £1 90 " be struck
I out, and " two at £2200 " inserted in lieu.

This anomaly arose through error. The
officer at £210 was a new man, while the
one receiving £190 had long service to
his credit.a

MR. CONNOR: Would not. this
amendment introduce a bad principle?9
From the Opposition such a proposal
would not be accepted. He (Mr. Con-
nor) protested against creating such a
precedent; and if the opportunity
occurred he would take advantage of it.

MR. TAYLOR: Surely the Committee
could not increase items, but could only
reduce them?

THE MINISTER: As the lieu. mein-
her objected, the amendment would be
withdrawn.

Amendment withdrawn.
MR. CONNOR objected to the Minis-

ter's meanness.
THE CHAIRMAN: An improper expres-

sion.
MR. CONNOR substituted the words
this unconstitutional procedure."
MR. TAYLOR: Was it possible to in-

crease an itemP
THE CHAIRMAN: The amendment

1would have been in order; for it would
not have increased the total of the vote.

Vote put and passed.
This completed the votes for the de-

partmnt.
Progress reported, and leave given to

sit again.

AD)JOURNMENT.

The House adjourned at twelve minutes
past 4 a.m. (Saturday), until the next
Monday afternoon.


